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Abstract
In this paper, we partially complete the local Rankin-Selberg theory of Asai L-
functions and ǫ-factors as introduced by Flicker and Kable. In particular, we establish
the relevant local functional equation at Archimedean places and prove the equality
between Rankin-Selberg’s and Langlands-Shahidi’s ǫ-factors at every place. Our proofs
work uniformly for any characteristic zero local field and use as only input the global
functional equation and a globalization result for a dense subset of tempered represen-
tations that we infer from work of Finis-Lapid-Müller. The results of this paper are
used in [Beu] to establish an explicit Plancherel decomposition for GLnpF qzGLnpEq,
E{F a quadratic extension of local fields, with applications to the Ichino-Ikeda and
formal degree conjecture for unitary groups.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to partially complete the local Rankin-Selberg theory of Asai L-
functions and ǫ-factors as introduced by Flicker [Fli] and Kable [Kab]. In particular we
establish the relevant local functional equation and prove the equality between Rankin-
Selberg’s and Artin’s ǫ-factors (which are the same as Langlands-Shahidi’s ǫ-factors by the
recent paper [Shank]) in full generality (both for Archimedean and non-Archimedean fields).
This will be used in the paper [Beu] to establish an explicit Plancherel decomposition for
GLnpF qzGLnpEq, E{F a quadratic extension of local fields, with applications to the Ichino-
Ikeda and formal degree conjecture for unitary groups.
Recall that the now classical Rankin-Selberg local theory for tensor L-functions and
ǫ-factors has been developed by Jacquet-Piatetskii-Shapiro-Shalika, Jacquet-Shalika and
Jacquet in [JPSS], [JS2] and [Jac]. The main results of those references roughly say that we
can define local L-functions of pairs as the “greatest common divisor" (in some loose sense)
of certain families of Zeta integrals and local ǫ-factors of pairs through certain functional
equations satisfied by those families. Moreover, it is one of the characterizing properties of
the local Langlands correspondence of [HT], [Hen] and [Sch] that in the p-adic case these so
defined local L- and ǫ-factors match the Artin L- and ǫ-factors on the Galois side. In the
Archimedean case, the Langlands correspondence is characterized by other means [La] and
it is a result of Jacquet and Shalika [JS2], [Jac] that Artin L-functions of pairs can indeed
be considered as the “greatest common divisor" of the relevant family of Zeta integrals and
moreover that those satisfy the correct functional equation with respect to Artin ǫ-factors of
pairs.
In [Fli], Flicker has introduced in the non-Archimedean case a family of Zeta integrals that
ought to represent the Asai L-function of a given generic irreducible (smooth) representation
π of GLnpEq where E is a quadratic extension of a non-Archimedean field F (and the Asai
L-function is taken with respect to this extension). In particular, he was able to define a
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Rankin-Selberg type Asai L-function LRSps, π,Asq as the greatest common divisor of his
family of Zeta integrals as well as a ǫ-factor ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q (where ψ1 : F Ñ S1 is a non-
trivial character) through the existence of a functional equation satisfied by the same Zeta
integrals. Similar results have been obtained independently by Kable in [Kab]. To be more
specific, let ψ be a nontrivial additive character of E which is trivial on F and let Wpπ, ψq
be the Whittaker model of π with respect to the corresponding standard character of the
standard maximal unipotent subgroup NnpEq of GLnpEq. The Zeta integrals defined by
Flicker and Kable are associated to functions W PWpπ, ψq and φ P C8c pF nq and defined by
Zps,W, φq “
ż
NnpF qzGLnpF q
W phqφpenhq|det h|sFdh
where s is a complex parameter, en “ p0, . . . , 0, 1q and |.|F the normalized absolute value
on F . Flicker and Kable show that this integral converges when the real part of s is large
enough and that it is represented by a rational function in q´s, q being the order of the
residue field of F . Moreover, they also prove that the vector space spanned by tZps,W, φq |
W PWpπ, ψq, φ P C8c pF nqu is a fractional ideal for Crqs, q´ss generated by an unique element
LRSps, π,Asq of the form P pq´sq´1 where P P CrT s is such that P p0q “ 1. The next result
of [Fli] and [Kab] is the functional equation. For W P Wpπ, ψq set ĂW pgq “ W pwntg´1q for
every g P GLnpEq where wn “
¨˚
˝ 1. . .
1
‹˛‚. Notice that ĂW P Wprπ, ψ´1q where rπ stands
for the contragredient of the representation π. Let ψ1 : F Ñ S1 be a nontrivial additive
character and φ ÞÑ pφ be the usual Fourier transform on C8c pF nq defined using the character
ψ1 and the corresponding autodual Haar measure. Then the functional equation reads as
follows: there exists a unique monomial ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q in q´s such that
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq
LRSp1´ s, rπ,Asq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q Zps,W, φqLRSps, π,Asq
for everyW PWpπ, ψq and φ P C8c pF nq where ωπ stands for the central character of π, τ P E
is the unique element so that ψpzq “ ψ1pTrE{F pτzqq for every z P E (by the assumption made
on ψ, we have TrE{F pτq “ 0) and λE{F pψ1q is the Langlands constant of the extension E{F
(see Section 3.1 for a reminder). The attentive reader will have noticed that the ǫ-factor
ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q is normalized differently as in [Fli] and [Kab] (due to the appearance of the
factor ωπpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 ). The present normalization will be justified a
posteriori by the equality between ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q and the Artin ǫ-factor ǫps, π,As, ψ1q.
By the work of Anandavardhanan-Rajan [AR] (for π square-integrable) and Matringe
[Mat] (for general π) the L-function LRSps, π,Asqmatches Shahidi’s Asai L-function LShps, π,Asq
([Sha3], [Gold]) and hence by [Hen2] also the corresponding Artin L-function Lps, π,Asq (de-
fined through the local Langlands correspondence). Recently, Anandavardhanan-Kurinczuk-
Matringe-Sécherre-Stevens [AKMSS] have also established the equality between ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q
with the Shahidi’s ǫ-factor ǫShps, π,As, ψ1q when π is supercuspidal. By the recent preprint
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[Shank] of Shankman this also gives the equality ǫRSps, π,As, ψ1q “ ǫps, π,As, ψ1q with the
Artin ǫ-factor when π is supercuspidal. A similar result has been obtained when n “ 2
for any representation π in the recent preprint [CCI]. In this paper, we will complete those
results in the characteristic zero case by showing that the previous equality between ǫ-factors
holds in general and also by working out the Archimedean theory. Moreover, we will also re-
proved most of the previous results in the p-adic case since our methods can treat uniformly
the Archimedean and non-Archimedean case. Our main inputs will be the global functional
equation satisfied by the corresponding global Zeta integrals (already established in [Fli],
[Kab]) as well as a globalization result allowing to realize a dense subset of the tempered
dual of GLnpEq as local constituents of global cuspidal automorphic representations of GLn
with a control on the ramification. We deduce this globalization result from the recent work
of Finis-Lapid-Müller [FLM] on limit multiplicities for cuspidal automorphic representations
of GLn.
We now describe the main result of this paper. Let E{F be a quadratic extension of
local fields of characteristic zero. In the Archimedean case, by a smooth representation of
GLnpEq we will mean a smooth admissible Fréchet representation of moderate growth in the
sense of Casselman-Wallach [Cas], [Wall2, Sect. 11] or, which is the same, an admissible SF
representation in the sense of [BK]. Let π be a generic irreducible smooth representation
of GLnpEq and Wpπ, ψq be its Whittaker model with respect to a fixed nontrivial additive
character ψ : E Ñ S1 which we again take to be trivial on F . To W PWpπ, ψq we associateĂW PWprπ, ψ´1q as before. Let SpF nq be C8c pF nq in the p-adic case and the usual Schwartz
space in the Archimedean case. We let φ ÞÑ pφ be the usual Fourier transform on SpF nq
defined using a nontrivial additive character ψ1 : F Ñ S1 as before. Let τ P E be the
unique element so that ψpzq “ ψ1pTrE{F pτzqq for every z P E. Then, for W P Wpπ, ψq and
φ P SpF nq we define as above, whenever convergent, a Zeta integral Zps,W, φq. The main
result of this paper can now be stated as follows (see Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2):
Theorem 1 Let W PWpπ, ψq and φ P SpF nq. Then:
(i) The integral defining Zps,W, φq is convergent when the real part of s is sufficiently large
and moreover it extends to a meromorphic function on C.
(ii) We have the functional equation
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq
Lp1´ s, rπ,Asq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 ǫps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φqLps, π,Asq
where Lps, rπ,Asq, Lps, π,Asq and ǫps, π,As, ψ1q stand for the Artin L- and ǫ-Asai fac-
tors.
(iii) The function s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq
Lps, π,Asq is holomorphic. Moreover, if π is nearly tempered (see
Section 3), for every s0 P C we can choose W PWpπ, ψq and φ P SpF nq such that this
function does not vanish at s0.
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One comment is in order: if we expect Lps, π,Asq to be the “greatest common divisor"
of all the Zeta integrals Zps,W, φq, then of course the second part of (iii) should be true
generally. This is known in the p-adic case by the aforementioned result of Matringe but
remains to be seen in the Archimedean case for irreducible generic representations π which
are not nearly tempered in the sense of Section 3.
We now briefly describe the content of each section of this paper. In Part 2 we have
gather general results which are not specific to GLn. In Section 2.1, we set up most of our
notation for a general connected reductive group. Section 2.2 contains a reminder on prop-
erties of topological vector spaces and functions valued in them that we shall use repeatedly
in the paper. In Section 2.3, we set up some notation and conventions related to represen-
tations of local reductive groups. Section 2.4 contains a probably well-known result giving
uniform bounds for matrix coefficients of a family of parabolically induced representations.
In lack of a proper reference, we provide a proof. In Section 2.5, we introduce various “ex-
tended" Harish-Chandra Schwartz spaces associated to a generic character on a quasi-split
local reductive group. These spaces will be the natural receptacle for the Whittaker models
of a family of induced representations. Section 2.6 is devoted to establishing locally uniform
bounds for analytic family of Whittaker functions living in the Whittaker models of a family
of parabolically induced representations. The proof proceeds by a reduction to the case of
usual matrix coefficients by “smoothing" the Whittaker functional and is far more techni-
cal in the Archimedean case. Similar (point-wise) bounds have been obtained by Wallach
[Wall2, Theorem 15.2.5]. Using the result of Section 2.6 and the theory of the Jacquet’s
functional, we construct in Section 2.7 certain “good" sections for Whittaker models of a
family of parabolically induced representations. The existence of such families will be a
crucial ingredient to extend Theorem 1 from a dense subset of the tempered dual to the set
of all generic representations. In Section 2.8, we state a result on the automatic holomor-
phic continuation of certain functions in several complex variables. The proof of this result
occupies Sections 2.9 and 2.10. The theory of local Asai Zeta integrals and their functional
equations is the object of Part 3. Section 3.1 is a reminder on basic properties of local Asai
L- and ǫ-factors of Artin type. In Section 3.2, we introduce the relevant Zeta integrals and
establish basic convergence results on them. In Section 3.3, we recall the meromorphic con-
tinuation and functional equation of these integrals in the split case (i.e. when E “ F ˆ F )
which is due to Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro and Shalika [JPSS], [JS2], [Jac]. In Section 3.4,
we state the main theorems of this paper pertaining to the same meromorphic continuation
and functional equation but in the inert case (i.e. when E{F is a field extension). Section
3.5 is devoted to the unramified computation of these Zeta integrals which is already in the
literature in all but one case (i.e. when E{F is a ramified quadratic extension but π, ψ1 and
ψ are unramified). In Section 3.6, we recall the definition of the global Zeta integrals and
their functional equation. Section 3.7 contains the aforementioned globalization result due
to Finis-Lapid-Müller. The deduction from [FLM] is carefully explained. We also sketch
how a similar result (in a slightly weaker form) can be proved for general reductive groups
using part of loc. cit.. Finally, Sections 3.8 and 3.9 contain the proof of the main results.
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1.1 General notation
In this paper F will always be a local field of characteristic zero. We will denote by |.|F
the normalized absolute value of F . In the non-Archimedean case, we let OF be the ring of
integers of F and q “ qF be the cardinality of the residue field of F .
For two positive functions f1, f2 on a set X a sentence like
f1pxq ! f2pxq for all x P X
means that there exists a constant C ą 0 such that f1pxq ď Cf2pxq for every x P X. When
we want to emphasize that the implicit constant depends on some auxiliary parameters
a, b, c... we will write “f1pxq !a,b,c... f2pxq for all x P X".
For every complex number z P C, we write ℜpzq and ℑpzq for the real and imaginary
parts of z respectively.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Groups
Let G be a connected reductive group over F . We denote by AG the maximal split torus
in the center of G and by X˚pGq, X˚pAGq the groups of algebraic characters of G and AG
respectively. Set
A˚G “ X˚pGq b R “ X˚pAGq b R, A˚G,C “ X˚pGq b C “ X˚pAGq b C
and
AG “ HompX˚pGq,Rq, AG,C “ HompX˚pGq,Cq
for their duals. We denote by x., .y the natural pairing between A˚G and AG (resp. between
A˚G,C and AG,C). Let HG : GpF q Ñ AG be the homomorphism characterized by xχ,HGpgqy “
log|χpgq|F for every g P GpF q and χ P X˚pGq. For λ P A˚G,C we denote by g ÞÑ gλ the
unramified character of GpF q given by gλ “ exλ,HGpgqy. Moreover, we let ℜpλq P A˚G be the
real part of λ (i.e. its projection to A˚G relative to the decomposition A
˚
G,C “ A˚G‘iA˚G).
Let P “MN be a parabolic subgroup of G. Then the restriction map X˚pAMq Ñ X˚pAGq
induces surjections A˚M Ñ A˚G, A˚M,C Ñ A˚G,C whose kernels will be denoted by pAGMq˚ and
pAGM,Cq˚ respectively.
We fix a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 of G with a Levi decomposition P0 “M0N0 and
we set A0 “ AM0 , A˚0 “ A˚M0 , pAG0 q˚ “ pAGM0q˚, A0 “ AM0 , H0 “ HM0. We also choose
a maximal compact subgroup K of GpF q which is special in the p-adic case and in good
position relative to M0. We endow K with its unique Haar measure of total mass one. For
every parabolic subgroup P of G we have the Iwasawa decomposition GpF q “ P pF qK. As
usual, by a standard parabolic subgroup we mean a parabolic subgroup of G containing P0.
If P is such a standard parabolic subgroup we will always write P “ MN for its unique
Levi decomposition with M0 Ď M and P “ MN for the opposite parabolic subgroup. The
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restriction map X˚pMq Ñ X˚pM0q then induces an embedding A˚M ãÑ A˚0 through which
we will always consider A˚M as a subspace of A
˚
0 . We shall also denote by δP the modular
character of P pF q. By the choice of K, for every standard parabolic subgroup P “MN we
have KP “ KMKN where KP “ K X P pF q, KM “ K XMpF q and KN “ K XNpF q.
Let ∆ Ď X˚pA0q be the set of simple roots of A0 in N0 and ∆_ Ď A0 the corresponding
subset of simple coroots. We set
A`0 “ tX P A0 | xX,αy ď 0 @α P ∆u
pA˚0q` “ tλ P A˚0 | xλ, α_y ď 0 @α P ∆u
for the closed negative Weyl chambers in A0 and A
˚
0 respectively. We also let
M`0 “ H´10 pA`0 q “ tm0 PM0pF q | mα0 ď 1, @α P ∆u.
Let WG “ NormGpF qpM0q{M0pF q be the Weyl group of M0. Then, WG acts on A˚0 and
pA˚0q` is a fundamental domain for this action. For every λ P A˚0 we denote by |λ| the
unique element in the intersection WGλX pA˚0q`. We equip A˚0 with the strict partial order
ă defined by
λ ă µ if and only if µ´ λ “ řαP∆ xαα where xα ą 0 for every α P ∆.
We fix an algebraic group embedding ι : G{AG ãÑ GLN for some N ě 1 and for every
g P GpF q we set
σpgq “ sup pt1u Y tlog|ιpgqi,j|F | 1 ď i, j ď Nuq
where the ιpgqi,j’s denote the entries of the matrix ιpgq.
We denote by g the (algebraic) Lie algebra of G. Similar notations will be used for
other algebraic groups (i.e. we will denote the Lie algebra of an algebraic group by the
corresponding gothic letter). In the Archimedean case, we will also write k for the (real) Lie
algebra of K and Upkq, Upgq for the enveloping algebras of the complexifications of k and
gpF q (considered as a real Lie algebra) respectively. We identify every element of Upgq with
the distribution supported at 1 that it defines.
We will assume that all the locally compact topological groups that we encounter have
been equipped with Haar measures (bi-invariant Haar measures as we will always integrate,
with one exception, over unimodular groups). The precise choices of these Haar measures
will always be irrelevant. We denote by ˚ the convolution product on a locally compact
topological group H . In the Archimedean case, this convolution product extends to distri-
butions of compact support including elements of Upgq and continuous compactly supported
functions on closed subgroups (seen as distributions through the choice of a Haar measure
on that subgroup).
2.2 Topological vector spaces
In this paper, by a topological vector space (TVS) we always mean a Hausdorff locally convex
topological vector space over C. If F is a TVS, we shall denote by F 1 its continuous dual.
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The TVS to be considered in this paper will all be LF spaces that is countable direct limit of
Fréchet spaces. We will even only encounter strict LF spaces i.e. TVS F that can be written
as the direct limit of a sequence pFnqn of Fréchet spaces where the transition maps Fn Ñ Fn`1
are closed embeddings. Strict LF spaces are complete. Moreover, since LF spaces are barreled
[Tr, Corollary 3 of Proposition 33.2], they satisfy the uniform boundedness principle (aka
Banach-Steinhaus theorem).
We refer the reader to [Bour] for the notions of smooth and holomorphic functions valued
in topological vector spaces (TVS) that will be used thoroughly in this paper. Actually, we
will only consider smooth and holomorphic functions valued in Fréchet or strict LF spaces
for which the following criterion can be applied ([Bour, 3.3.1 (v)]):
(2.2.1) Let F be a quasi-complete TVS andM a complex analytic manifold. Then, a function
ϕ : M Ñ F is holomorphic if and only if it is continuous and for some total subspace
H Ă V 1 the scalar-valued functions m P M ÞÑ xϕpmq, λy are holomorphic for every
λ P H .
Also when we say that a function on a totally disconnected locally compact topological
space (e.g. GpF q in the p-adic case) is smooth we always mean that it is locally constant.
2.3 Representations
By a representation of GpF q we will always mean a smooth representation of finite length
with complex coefficients. Here smooth has the usual meaning in the p-adic case (i.e. every
vector has an open stabilizer) whereas in the Archimedean case it means a smooth admissible
Fréchet representation of moderate growth in the sense of Casselman-Wallach [Cas], [Wall2,
Sect. 11] or, which is the same, an admissible SF representation in the sense of [BK]. We shall
always abuse notation and denote by the same letter a representation and the space on which
it acts. In the Archimedean case this space is always coming with a topology (it is a Fréchet
space) whereas in the p-adic case it will sometimes be convenient, in order to make uniform
statements, to equip this space with its finest locally convex topology (it then becomes a strict
LF space). For π a representation of GpF q and λ P A˚G,C, we denote by πλ the twist of π by
the character g P GpF q ÞÑ gλ. We let IrrpGq, TemppGq and Π2pGq be the sets of isomorphism
classes of all irreducible representations, irreducible tempered representations and irreducible
square-integrable representations of GpF q respectively. We denote by rπ the contragredient
representation of π (aka smooth dual) and by x., .y the natural pairing between π and rπ.
In the Archimedean case, rπ can be defined as the Casselman-Wallach globalization of the
contragredient of the Harish-Chandra module underlying π. An alternative description of rπ,
which is more suitable in practice, is as the space of linear forms on π which are continuous
with respect to any GpF q-continuous norm on π together with the natural GpF q-action on
it (a norm on π is said to be GpF q-continuous if the action of GpF q on π is continuous for
this norm). In the Archimedean case, we denote by π1 the topological dual of π (i.e. the
space of all continuous linear forms on π). There is a natural action g ÞÑ π1pgq of GpF q on π1
and if we equip π1 with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of π then
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this action of GpF q on π1 is continuous and this allows to define π1pϕq for every function
ϕ P CcpGpF qq by integration.
Let P “MU be a parabolic subgroup of G. For σ a representation of MpF q, we denote
by iGP pσq the smooth normalized parabolic induction of σ from P pF q to GpF q. The space
of iGP pσq consists of smooth functions e : GpF q Ñ σ satisfying epmugq “ δP pmq1{2σpmqepgq
for every pm, u, gq P MpF q ˆ UpF q ˆ GpF q (with its natural structure of Fréchet space in
the Archimedean case) and the group GpF q acts by right translation. Assume that P is
standard. Then, for every λ P A˚M,C restriction to K induces a topological isomorphism
between πλ “ iGP pσλq and πK “ iKKP pσ|KM q where KP “ K X P pF q, KM “ K XMpF q and
iKKP pσ|KM q denotes the spaces of smooth functions e : K Ñ σ satisfying epmukq “ σpmqepkq
for every pm, u, kq P KMˆpKXUpF qqˆK. These identifications allows to define a notion of
holomorphic sections λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ eλ P πλ: we call such a map holomorphic if its composition
with the isomorphisms πλ » πK is holomorphic. It turns out that this notion is actually
independent of the choice of K. We also say that an assignment λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ Tλ P π1λ is
holomorphic if for every holomorphic section λ ÞÑ eλ P πλ the map λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ Tλpeλq
is holomorphic. It is equivalent to ask that, identifying Tλ with a linear form on πK for
every λ P A˚M,C, for every e P πK the map λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ Tλpeq be holomorphic: Indeed
as πK is Fréchet hence barreled, if this is so by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem for every
compact K Ď A˚M,C the subset tTλ | λ P Ku of π1K is equicontinuous hence A˚M,CˆπK Ñ C,
pλ, eq ÞÑ Tλpeq is continuous and then we can apply [Jac2, Lemma 1].
Lemma 2.3.1 Assume that F is Archimedean. Let π P IrrpGq and let CK be a Casimir
element for K (i.e. the element of Upkq associated to a negative definite K-invariant real
symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra of K). Then,
(i) πp1` CKq is a topological isomorphism of π onto itself.
Let p0 be a GpF q-continuous Hilbert norm (i.e. associated to a scalar product) on π which
is K-invariant and set pℓ “ p0 ˝ πp1` CKqℓ for every integer ℓ P Z. Then,
(ii) The map ℓ ÞÑ pℓ is increasing i.e. pℓpvq ď pℓ`1pvq for every ℓ P Z and v P π.
(iii) The family of norms ppℓqℓě0 generates the topology on π.
(iv) Let πpℓq be the completion of π for pℓ. Then, the natural pairing π ˆ rπ Ñ C extends
to a continuous bilinear form πpℓq ˆ rπ Ñ C giving an embedding πpℓq Ă prπq1 for every ℓ
and any equicontinuous subset of prπq1 is contained and bounded in πpℓq for some ℓ.
Proof: For each γ P pK the element 1 ` CK acts on γ by a scalar Npγq which is greater
or equal to 1 (Indeed, CK being in UpkqK the corresponding operator on γ is scalar and as
CK “ ´
ř
iX
2
i for a certain basis pXiq of k it is also positive hermitian with respect to any
K-invariant scalar product on the space of γ). Let p0 be a GpF q-continuous Hilbert norm on
π which is K-invariant (such norm exists as the Harish-Chandra module underlying π admits
at least one Hilbert globalization). Set pℓ “ p0 ˝ πp1 ` CKqℓ for every integer ℓ ě 0. Then,
by [BK, Proposition 3.9] the family of norms ppℓqℓě0 generates the topology on π. This gives
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(iii). For every vector v P π write v “
ÿ
γP pK
vγ for its decomposition in K-isotypic components
(the corresponding series is absolutely convergent in π). Then, by the K-invariance of p0 for
every ℓ ě 0 and v P π we have
pℓ`1pvq “
¨˝ÿ
γP pK
p0pπp1` CKqℓ`1vγq2‚˛
1{2
“
¨˝ÿ
γP pK
Npγq2ℓ`2p0pvγq‚˛
1{2
ě
¨˝ÿ
γP pK
Npγq2ℓp0pvγq‚˛
1{2
“ pℓpvq.
As pℓpπp1 ` CKqvq “ pℓ`1pvq this shows that πp1 ` CKq realizes a topological isomorphism
between π and one of its closed subspace. Since the subspace of K-finite vectors of π is
obviously contained in the image of πp1`CKq and is dense in π this shows (i) and therefore
the definition of pℓ now also makes sense for ℓ ď 0. Moreover, the above inequality still holds
for every ℓ P Z (with the same proof). This gives (ii). Finally, let rp0 be the norm on rπ dual
to p0 i.e. rp0pv_q “ sup
vPπ
p0pvq“1
|xv, v_y|, v_ P rπ.
Set rpℓ “ rp0 ˝ rπp1`CKqℓ for every ℓ P Z. Then, we easily check that p´ℓ is the norm dual torpℓ for every ℓ P Z. This gives (iv) since the family of norms prpℓqℓě0 generates the topology
on rπ. 
2.4 Uniform bounds for matrix coefficients
For every λ P A˚0 , set π0λ “ iGP0pλq where we have identified λ with the character it defines on
M0pF q. We identify the space of π0λ with π0K :“ iKKP0 p1q by restriction to K and we equip it
with the K-invariant pairing given by
xe, e1y0 “
ż
K
epkqe1pkqdk, e, e1 P π0K .
By the previous identifications, x., .y0 induces a GpF q-invariant continuous pairing between
π0λ and π
0
´λ for every λ P A˚0 . Let e0 P π0K be the vector defined by e0pkq “ 1 for every k P K.
Then, we let
ΞGλ pgq “ xπ0λpgqe0, e0y0, λ P A˚0 , g P GpF q.
When λ “ 0, we simply set ΞG “ ΞG0 (it is the usual Harish-Chandra’s Xi function see [Var,
Sect. II.8.5] and [Wald1, Sect. II.1]). We summarize the basic properties of the functions
ΞGλ in the next proposition. In the Archimedean case, most of this is contained in [Wall,
Sect. 3.6].
Proposition 2.4.1 (i) ΞGwλ “ ΞGλ for every λ P A˚0 and every w PWG.
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(ii) For every λ P A˚0, µ P A˚G and g P GpF q, we have ΞGλ`µpgq “ ΞGλ pgqgµ.
(iii) Let P “ MU be a parabolic subgroup containing P0 (with the Levi component chosen
so that M Ą M0). Choose for every g P GpF q a decomposition g “ mP pgquP pgqkP pgq
with pmP pgq, uP pgq, kP pgqq PMpF q ˆ UpF q ˆK. Then, we have
ΞGλ pgq “
ż
K
δP pmP pkgqq1{2ΞMλ pmP pkgqqdk
for every λ P A˚0 and g P GpF q.
(iv) There exists d ą 0 such that
δ0pm0q1{2m|λ|0 ! ΞGλ pm0q ! δ0pm0q1{2m|λ|0 σpm0qd
for every λ P A˚0 and m0 P M`0 where we have set δ0 “ δP0.
Proof:
(i) This is [Wall, Proposition 3.6.2] in the Archimedean case and [Cas2, Proposition 4.1]
in the non-Archimedan case.
(ii) is straightforward.
(iii) follows readily from the isomorphism of “induction by stages" π0λ » iGP piMP0XMpλqq (see
[Wald1, Lemme II.1.6] for the case λ “ 0).
(iv) First we prove the lower bound. By (i), we may assume λ “ |λ|. Let P 0 “ M0N 0
be the parabolic subgroup opposite to P0 and C Ď N0pF qM0pF qN0pF q a compact
neighborhood of 1. We can find a compact subset C0 Ď M0pF q such that mP0pkm0q P
m0C0 for every k P C and m0 PM`0 . By (iii) and (ii), it follows that
ΞGλ pm0q “
ż
K
δ0pmP0pkm0qq1{2mP0pkm0qλdk ě
ż
KXC
δ0pmP0pkm0qq1{2mP0pkm0qλdk
" δ0pm0q1{2mλ0 “ δ0pm0q1{2m|λ|0
for all m0 PM`0 . We now prove the upper bound. By [Kos] and [BT, Proposition 4.4.4]
(see also [Sil]), for every k P K and m0 PM0pF q, H0pmP0pkm0qq belongs to the convex
hull of twH0pm0q | w P WGu. It follows that mP0pkm0qλ ď m|λ|0 for every k P K and
m0 PM`0 . Therefore, using (ii) and (iii), we obtain
ΞGλ pm0q “
ż
K
δ0pmP0pkm0qq1{2mP0pkm0qλdk ď m|λ|0
ż
K
δ0pmP0pkm0qq1{2dk “ m|λ|0 ΞGpm0q
for all m0 PM`0 . On the other hand, by [Var, Theorem 30 p.339] and [Wald1, Lemme
II.1.1] there exists d ą 0 such that ΞGpm0q ! δ0pm0q1{2σpm0qd for all m0 P M`0 . The
upper bound follows. 
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Let P “MU be a standard parabolic subgroup and σ P TemppMq. For every λ P A˚M,C,
we set πλ “ iGP pσλq and identify the underlying space with πK :“ iKKP pσ|KM q where we have
set KP “ K X P pF q and KM “ K XMpF q as before. Similarly, we let rπλ “ iGP prσλq and
identify its underlying space with rπK :“ iKKP prσ|KM q for every λ P A˚M,C. We define a bilinear
pairing between πK and rπK by
xe, e_y “
ż
K
xepkq, e_pkqyσdk, e P πK , e_ P rπK
where x., .yσ denotes the natural pairing between σ and rσ. By the previous identifications,
x., .y induces a continuous GpF q-invariant pairing between πλ and rπ´λ which identifies the
latter with the smooth contragredient of πλ for every λ P A˚M,C. The following proposition
gives uniform bounds for the matrix coefficients of the πλ. It is most probably well-known
but in lack of a proper reference, we include a proof (see however [Knapp, Proposition 7.14]
for the case of K-finite coefficients in the Archimedean case).
Proposition 2.4.2 There exist continuous semi-norms p and rp on πK and rπK such that
|xπλpgqe, e_y| ď ΞGℜpλqpgqppeqrppe_q
for every λ P A˚M,C, g P GpF q and pe, e_q P πK ˆ rπK .
Proof: We have
xπλpgqe, e_y “
ż
K
δP pmP pkgqq1{2mP pkgqλxσpmP pkgqqepkP pkgqq, e_pkqyσdk
and therefore
|xπλpgqe, e_y| ď
ż
K
δP pmP pkgqq1{2mP pkgqℜpλq|xσpmP pkgqqepkP pkgqq, e_pkqyσ|dk
for every λ P A˚M,C, g P GpF q and pe, e_q P πK ˆ rπK . By [CHH, Theorem 2] and [Sun], there
exists continuous semi-norms q, rq on σ and rσ such that |xσpmqv, v_y| ď ΞMpmqqpvqrqpv_q for
every m P MpF q and pv, v_q P σ ˆ rσ (Here we emphasize that any semi-norm on σ or rσ is
continuous in the p-adic case). Consequently,
|xπλpgqe, e_y| ď ppeqrppe_q ż
K
δP pmP pkgqq1{2mP pkgqℜpλqΞMpmP pkgqqdk
for every λ P A˚M,C, g P GpF q, pe, e_q P πK ˆ rπK where we have set ppeq “ supkPK qpepkqq
and rppe_q “ supkPK rqpe_pkqq. By Proposition 2.4.1, the above integral is equal to ΞGℜpλqpgq
whereas p and rp clearly define continuous semi-norms on πK and rπK respectively. 
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2.5 Harish-Chandra Schwartz spaces of Whittaker functions
From this section and until the end of Section 2.7, we assume that G is quasi-split. Thus
P0 “ B is a Borel subgroup, T “ M0 is a maximal torus and A0 is the maximal split
torus in T . Let ξ : N0pF q Ñ S1 a generic character. For every λ P A˚0 , we denote by
CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq the space of functions W : GpF q Ñ C satisfying:
• W pugq “ ξpuqW pgq for every pu, gq P N0pF q ˆGpF q;
• If F is p-adic: W is right-invariant by a compact-open subgroup J Ď GpF q and there
exists R ą 0 such that for every d ą 0 we have an inequality
|W ptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K;
• If F is Archimedean: W is smooth and there exists R ą 0 such that for every u P Upgq
and d ą 0 we have an inequality
|pRpuqW qptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K.
Then, CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq has a natural locally convex topology making it into a LF space.
Notice that we have CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq “ CwλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq for every w P WG and
λ P A˚0 (by Proposition 2.4.1(i)). The next lemma shows that CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq is actually
a Fréchet space in the Archimedean case and a strict LF space in the p-adic case (in particular
it is complete). Although it is probably well-known (see [Jac, Proposition 3.1] for a similar
result) for the sake of completeness we provide a full proof.
Lemma 2.5.1 Let λ P A˚0. Then, for every R ą 0 and d ą 0 there exists a continuous
semi-norm pR,d on CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq such that
|W ptkq| ď pR,dpW q
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
δ0ptq1{2t|λ|σptq´d
for every W P CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq, t P T pF q and k P K.
Proof: By the uniform boundedness principle it suffices to show that for every R ą 0, d ą 0
and W P CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq we have
|W ptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
δ0ptq1{2t|λ|σptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K.
Notice that by Proposition 2.4.1(iv), there exist R0 ą 0 and d0 ą 0 such that
ΞGλ ptq !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR0
¸
δ0ptq1{2t|λ|σptqd0 , t P T pF q.
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Indeed, for every t P T pF q there exists w PWG such that wtw´1 P T` and since w admits a
lift in K, by Proposition 2.4.1(iv) there exists d0 ą 0 such that
ΞGλ ptq “ ΞGλ pwtw´1q ! δ0ptq1{2pwtw´1q|λ|σptqd0 “ tw
´1|λ|´|λ|δ0ptq1{2t|λ|σptqd0 .
As |λ| P pA˚0q`, w´1|λ| ´ |λ| is a nonnegative linear combination of simple roots. Hence,
there exists R0 ą 0 (which we can of course choose independently of w) so that
tw
´1|λ|´|λ| ď
ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR0 .
Therefore, we are left with showing that for every R ą 0, d ą 0 and W P CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq
we have
|W ptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K.
In the p-adic case we can prove the following stronger inequality by essentially the same
argument as in the proof of [Wald2, Lemme 3.7]: for every compact-open subgroup J of
GpF q, there exists c “ cJ ą 0 such that for every W P CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξqJ and d ą 0 we
have
|W ptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
1s0,csptαq
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K
where 1s0,cs stands for the characteristic function of the interval s0, cs. Thus, we only consider
the Archimedean case. Let W P CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq and d ą 0. Clearly, it suffices to show
the existence of R ą 0 such that for every ∆-tuple N “ pNαqαP∆ of nonnegative integers we
have ˜ź
αP∆
tNαα
¸
|W ptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K.(2.5.1)
Let dξ : n0pF q Ñ C denote the differential of ξ at the origin. Since ξ is generic for every α P ∆
there exists Xα P n0pF q such that dξpXαq “ 1 and AdpaqXα “ αpaqXα for every a P A0pF q.
We make such a choice. Fix a norm ‖.‖ on n0pF q. As T pF q{A0pF q is compact, there exists
c ą 0 such that ‖Adptkq´1Xα‖ ď ct´α for every t P T pF q, k P K and α P ∆. Then, for
every ∆-tuple N “ pNαqαP∆ of nonnegative integers, setting uN “
ś
αP∆X
Nα
α P Upn0q (the
product being taken in some fixed order), we have
|W ptkq| “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ź
αP∆
dξpXαqNαW ptkq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
“ |pLp´ǫuNqW qptkq| “
∣
∣
`
RpǫAdptkq´1uNqW
˘ ptkq∣∣
ď
˜ź
αP∆
t´Nαα
¸
sup
uPKN
|pRpuqW qptkq|
for every t P T pF q, k P K where ǫ is a certain sign and KN is the compact subset of Upn0q
consisting of products of N “ řαP∆Nα elements of n0pF q of norm smaller than c. By
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definition of CλpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq, there exists R ą 0 such that for every integer N ě 0 we
have
sup
uPKN
|pRpuqW qptkq| !
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
ΞGλ ptqσptq´d, t P T pF q, k P K.
This shows 2.5.1 and ends the proof of the lemma. 
2.6 Uniform bounds for families of Whittaker functions
We continue with the setting of the previous sections, still assuming that G is quasi-split and
fixing a generic character ξ : N0pF q Ñ S1. Let P “MN be a standard parabolic subgroup,
σ P TemppMq and set πλ “ iGP pσλq for every λ P A˚M,C. We identify as before the space
of πλ with πK :“ iKKP pσ|KM q. We assume given a family Jλ P HomN0pπλ, ξq of Whittaker
functionals on πλ “ iGP pσλq for λ P A˚M,C i.e. a family of continuous linear forms Jλ : πλ Ñ C
satisfying Jλ ˝ πλpuq “ ξpuqJλ for every u P N0pF q and λ P A˚M,C. We moreover suppose
that the family λ ÞÑ Jλ P pπλq1 is holomorphic in the sense of Section 2.3. By Frobenius
reciprocity, for every λ P A˚M,C, Jλ induces a continuous GpF q-equivariant linear maprJλ : πλ Ñ C8pN0pF qzGpF q, ξq
where C8pN0pF qzGpF q, ξq stands for the space of all smooth functions W : GpF q Ñ C such
that W pugq “ ξpuqW pgq for every pu, gq P N0pF qˆGpF q. Recall that in Section 2.1 we have
defined a strict partial order ă on A˚0 .
Proposition 2.6.1 (i) For every λ P A˚M,C and µ P A˚0 such that |ℜpλq| ă µ, the image
of rJλ is included in CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq and the resulting linear map (that we will still
denote by rJλ)
πλ Ñ CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq
is continuous.
(ii) Let µ P pAG0 q˚ and set Ură µs “ tλ P pAGM,Cq˚ | |ℜpλq| ă µu (an open subset of
pAGM,Cq˚). Then, the family of continuous linear maps
λ P U ră µs ÞÑ rJλ P HomGpF qpπλ, CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξqq
is analytic in the sense that for every analytic section λ ÞÑ eλ P πλ the resulting map
λ P Ură µs ÞÑ rJλpeλq P CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq is analytic.
Proof: We will show the following:
(2.6.1) For every compact subset K Ă A˚M,C, there exists R ą 0 and a continuous semi-norm
p on πK such that
|Jλpπλptqeq| ď ppeqΞℜpλqptq
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
for every λ P K, t P T pF q and e P πK .
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Before proving 2.6.1, we explain how the proposition can be deduced from this. The
first part can readily be inferred from 2.6.1 together with the following inequality which is
a consequence of Proposition 2.4.1 (iv) and the Cartan decomposition GpF q “ KT`K: If
|ℜpλq| ă µ then for every d ą 0 we have
Ξℜpλqpgq ! Ξµpgqσpgq´d, g P GpF q.(2.6.2)
For (ii), by the criterion 2.2.1 and since for every e P πK and g P GpF q the map λ P
A˚M,C ÞÑ rJλpeqpgq “ Jλpπλpgqeq is analytic, it suffices to check that for every e P πK the map
λ P Ură µs ÞÑ rJλpeq P CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq is continuous. Let λ0 P Ură µs and e P πK . Then,
by definition of the topology on CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq, we need to show the following: there
exists R ą 0 such that for every ǫ ą 0 and d ą 0 if λ P Ură µs is sufficiently close to λ0 then
sup
tPT pF q
kPK
Ξµptq´1
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
σptqd |Jλpπλptkqeq ´ Jλ0pπλ0ptkqeq| ă ǫ.(2.6.3)
Let R ą 0 and p be a continuous semi-norm on πK so that 2.6.1 is satisfied on a compact
neighborhood K Ď Ură µs of λ0. Then, there exists C ą 0 such that
sup
tPT pF q
kPK
Ξµptq´1
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
σptqd`1 |Jλpπλptkqeq| ă C
for every λ P K. Indeed, this follows from the (easily checked) fact that the inequality 2.6.2
can be made uniform on K. Set M “ 2ǫ´1C. Let T rą Ms denote the subset of elements
t P T pF q such that σptq ą M and T rď Ms be its complement. Then, the above inequality
easily implies
sup
tPT rąMs
kPK
Ξµptq´1
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
σptqd |Jλpπλptkqeq| ă ǫ
2
(2.6.4)
for every λ P K. On the other hand, T rďMs is compact modulo AGpF q so that by continuity
of the map pλ, gq ÞÑ Jλpπλpgqeq for λ P pAGM,Cq˚ sufficiently close to λ0 we have
sup
tPT rďMs
kPK
Ξµptq´1
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαq´R
¸
σptqd |Jλpπλptkqeq ´ Jλ0pπλ0ptkqeq| ă ǫ.
Together with 2.6.4 this readily implies 2.6.3 thus showing (ii) provided 2.6.1 is satisfied.
We now prove 2.6.1. Set rπλ “ iGP prσλq that we identify with rπK :“ iKKP prσ|KM q for every
λ P A˚M,C. We fix a pairing x., .y between πK and rπK as in Section 2.4 that identifies rπ´λ with
the smooth contragredient of πλ for every λ P A˚M,C. This pairing induces an embeddingrπK Ď π1K .
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First, we treat the p-adic case. Since ξ is generic, we can choose for every α P ∆ a vector
Xα P n0pF q so that ξpexppXαqq ‰ 1 and AdpaqXα “ αpaqXα for all a P A0pF q. Let J Ď K
be a compact-open subgroup. Then, there exists C “ CJ ą 0 such that for every α P ∆ and
t P T pF q with tα ě C we have t´1 exppXαqt P J . Let e P pπKqJ , λ P A˚M,C and t P T pF q.
Then, if there exists α P ∆ such that tα ě C we have
ξpexppXαqqJλpπλptqeq “ Jλpπλptqπλpt´1 exppXαqtqeq “ Jλpπλptqeq
hence (as ξpexppXαqq ‰ 1) Jλpπλptqeq “ 0. Thus,
Jλpπλptqeq “ 0
unless tα ă C for every α P ∆. On the other hand, there exists a compact-open subgroup
J 1 Ď K such that J 1 Ď KerpξqtJt´1 as soon as tα ă C for every α P ∆ where we have denoted
by Kerpξq the kernel of ξ. Hence, if tα ă C for every α P ∆ we have
Jλpπλptqeq “ JλpπpeJ 1qπλptqeq
where eJ 1 :“ volpJ 1q´11J 1. The family of functionals λ ÞÑ Jλ ˝ πpeJ 1q is represented by an
analytic section λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ e_λ P rπλ “ iGP prσλq and by what we just saw for every t P T pF q
we have
Jλpπλptqeq “
" xπλptqe, e_λ y if tα ă C for every α P ∆,
0 otherwise.
The inequality 2.6.1 (with R “ 0) is now a consequence of Proposition 2.4.2.
Next, we treat the Archimedean case. For this, we need to introduce another set of
notation. Fix a MpF q-continuous Hilbert norm rq0 on rσ which is KM -invariant and let rp0 be
the K-invariant Hilbert norm on rπK defined by
rp0pe_q “ ˆż
K
rq0pe_pkqq2˙1{2 , e_ P rπK .
Then, for every λ P A˚M,C, rp0 induces a GpF q-continuous norm on rπλ through the iden-
tification rπλ » rπK . Let CK be a Casimir operator for K. Set, as in Lemma 2.3.1,rpℓ “ rp0 ˝ rπKp1 ` CKqℓ for every integer ℓ P Z and rπpℓqK for the completion of rπK with
respect to rpℓ (a Banach space). Then, by Lemma 2.3.1, we have natural inclusions rπpℓqK Ď π1K
for every ℓ, every equicontinuous subset of π1K is contained and bounded in some rπpℓqK where
ℓ ď 0 and the family of norms prpℓqℓě0 generates the topology on rπK . Let ℓ ď 0 and m ě ´ℓ
be integers and ϕ P C2mc pGpF qq then we have
π1λpϕqΛ P rπpℓ`mqK(2.6.5)
for every λ P A˚M,C and Λ P rπpℓqK . Indeed, we haverpℓ`mprπλpϕqe_q “ rp0 `rπλpLp1` CKqℓ`mRp1` CKq´ℓϕqrπKp1` CKqℓe_˘
ď ∥∥Lp1` CKqℓ`mRp1` CKq´ℓϕ
∥
∥
L1
ˆ sup
gPSupppϕq
‖rπλpgq‖rp0 ˆ rpℓpe_q
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for every λ P A˚M,C and e_ P rπK where ∥∥Lp1` CKqℓ`mRp1` CKq´ℓϕ∥∥L1 denotes the L1-
norm of Lp1`CKqℓ`mRp1`CKq´ℓϕ P CcpGpF qq and for every g P GpF q we have denoted by
‖rπλpgq‖rp0 the operator norm of rπλpgq with respect to the norm rp0. This proves 2.6.5 by den-
sity of rπK in rπpℓ1qK for every ℓ1. Moreover, since the function λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ supgPSupppϕq‖rπλpgq‖rp0
is easily seen to be locally bounded, we have that the operator norm of π1λpϕq seen as a con-
tinuous linear map from rπpℓqK to rπpℓ`mqK is locally bounded in λ.
Let K Ď A˚M,C be a compact subset. By continuity of λ ÞÑ Jλ P π1K for the weak-‹
topology and the uniform boundedness principle, the family tJλ | λ P Ku is equicontinuous.
Hence, there exists ℓ ď 0 such that this family is included and bounded in rπpℓqK and, by what
we just seen, for every m ě ´ℓ and ϕ P C2mc pGpF qq the family
tJλ ˝ πλpϕq | λ P Ku
is included and bounded in rπpℓ`mqK . Let p and rp be continuous semi-norms on πK and rπK
as in Proposition 2.4.2. Then, for m sufficiently large rp extends (uniquely) to a continuous
semi-norm on rπpm`ℓqK and the inequality of Proposition 2.4.2 still holds for every pe, e_q P
πK ˆ rπpm`ℓqK (by density of rπK in rπpm`ℓqK ). Therefore, we have obtained:
(2.6.6) For m sufficiently large and every ϕ P C2mc pGpF qq there exists a constant C ą 0 such
that
|Jλpπλpϕqπλpgqeq| ď CppeqΞGℜpλqpgq
for all λ P K, g P GpF q and e P πK .
Let B “ TN0 be the Borel subgroup opposite to B and let Y1, . . . , Yb be a R-basis of bpF q.
Set ∆B “ Y 21 ` . . . ` Y 2b P Upbq and let m be a positive integer that we assume sufficiently
large in what follows. By elliptic regularity ([BK, Lemma 3.7]) there exist ϕ1
B
P Cm1c pBpF qq
and ϕ2
B
P C8c pBpF qq where m1 “ 2m´ dimpBq ´ 1 such that
ϕ1
B
˚∆m
B
` ϕ2
B
“ δB1
in the sense of distributions where δB1 denotes the Dirac distribution at 1 on BpF q. Let
ϕN P C8c pN0pF qq be such that ż
N0pF q
ϕNpuqξpuqdu “ 1.
Then, setting ϕi “ ϕN ˚ ϕiB for i “ 1, 2, for every λ P A˚M,C, e P πK and t P T pF q, we have
Jλpπλptqeq “ Jλpπλpϕ1Bqπλp∆mB qπλptqeq ` Jλpπλpϕ2Bqπλptqeq(2.6.7)
“ Jλpπλpϕ1qπλp∆mB qπλptqeq ` Jλpπλpϕ2qπλptqeq.
Noticing that ϕi P Cm1c pGpF qq for i “ 1, 2, from 2.6.6 we deduce that for m sufficiently large
there exists C ą 0 such that
|Jλpπλptqeq| ď CpppπλpAdptq´1∆mB qeq ` ppeqqΞGℜpλqptq(2.6.8)
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for every λ P K, t P T pF q and e P πK . To get 2.6.1 it only remains to notice that there exist
R ą 0 and a continuous semi-norm q on πK such that
ppπλpAdptq´1∆mB qeq ď
˜ź
αP∆
p1` tαqR
¸
qpeq
for every λ P K, t P T pF q and e P πK . This follows from the fact that the function
pλ, tq P A˚M,CˆT pF q ÞÑ πλpAdptq´1∆mB q is polynomial (see [Del, Proposition 1]). 
2.7 Application to the existence of good sections for Whittaker
models
We continue with the setting of the previous section: G is quasi-split, ξ : N0pF q Ñ S1 is
a generic character, P “ MN is a standard parabolic subgroup, σ P TemppMq and we set
πλ “ iGP pσλq for every λ P A˚M,C whose space is identified as before with πK :“ iKKP pσ|KM q. Let
w0 P WG be the longest element of the Weyl group and choose a lift Ăw0 P GpF q. Let ξ´ be
the generic character of N0pF q “ w0N0pF qw´10 defined by ξ´puq “ ξpĂw0uĂw0´1q, u P N 0pF q.
Assume that σ is generic with respect to the restriction of ξ´ to N 0pF q XMpF q i.e. there
exists a continuous nonzero linear form ℓ : σ Ñ C such that ℓ ˝ σpuq “ ξ´puqℓ for every
u P N 0pF q XMpF q. Then, the construction of the Jacquet’s integral ([Wall2, Sect. 15.4],
[CS]) provides us with a holomorphic family of Whittaker functionals
λ P A˚M,C ÞÑ Jλ P HomN0pπλ, ξq
as in the previous section which is everywhere non-vanishing. For every λ P A˚M,C we denote
by Wpπλ, ξq the corresponding Whittaker model i.e. the space of functions of the form
g P GpF q ÞÑ Jλpπλpgqeq for e P πK .
Corollary 2.7.1 For every λ0 P pAGM,Cq˚ and W0 PWpπλ0 , ξq there exists a map
λ P pAGM,Cq˚ ÞÑWλ PWpπλ, ξq
such that:
• for every µ P pAG0 q˚ and λ P Ură µs “ tλ P pAGM,Cq˚ | |ℜpλq| ă µu we have Wλ P
CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq and the resulting map
λ P Ură µs ÞÑWλ P CµpN0pF qzGpF q, ξq
is analytic;
• Wλ0 “W0.
Proof: Indeed, there exists e P πK such that (with the notation of Section 2.6), W0 “ rJλ0peq
and then it suffices to set Wλ “ rJλpeq for every λ P pAGM,Cq˚: the required properties
immediately follows from Proposition 2.6.1. 
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2.8 Holomorphic continuation of certain functions
For every C P RYt´8u we set HC “ ts P C | ℜpsq ą Cu. Let M be a complex analytic
manifold and C P RYt´8u. Then, we say that a holomorphic function F : HC ˆM Ñ C
is rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable locally uniformly in the second
variable if for every vertical strip V Ă HC , every N ą 0 and every compact subset KM ĎM
we have
sup
ps,tqPV ˆKM
p1` |ℑpsq|qN |F ps, tq| ă 8.
The object of this section is the statement of the following proposition whose proof will be
given in Section 2.10.
Proposition 2.8.1 Let M be a connected complex analytic variety, U Ď M a nonempty
connected relatively compact open subset and
Z1,Z2 : Cˆ U Ñ C
be two holomorphic functions satisfying
Z1p´s, tq “ Z2ps, tq(2.8.1)
for all ps, tq P Cˆ U . Moreover, we assume that one of the two points below is satisfied:
(1) For every k P t1, 2u, Zk is rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable locally
uniformly in the second variable and moreover for every connected relatively compact
open subset U 1 ĎM containing U , there exists C ą 0 such that Zk admits a (necessarily
unique) holomorphic continuation HC ˆU 1 Ñ C which is again rapidly decreasing in
vertical strips in the first variable locally uniformly in the second variable.
(2) There exists q ą 1 such that for every k P t1, 2u, Zk is periodic of period logpqq´12iπ
in the first variable and moreover for every connected relatively compact open subset
U 1 Ď M containing U , there exists C ą 0 such that Zk admits a (necessarily unique)
holomorphic continuation HC ˆU 1 Ñ C.
Then, Z1 and Z2 extend analytically to all of CˆM . Moreover, these extensions still satisfy
2.8.1 and in case (1) they are again rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable
locally uniformly in the second variable.
2.9 A détour: extended Schwartz spaces and holomorphic functions
valued in generalized Paley-Wiener spaces
Let C P RYt´8u and q ą 1. Let A P tR˚`, qZu. Set D “ x ddx if A “ R˚` and D “ 0
if A “ qZ. Then, we define an “extended" Schwartz space S`CpAq as the space of smooth
functions φ : AÑ C such that for every R ą C and every integer k ě 0 we have an inequality
∣
∣pDkφqpxq∣∣ !R,k xR, x P A.
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Then, S`CpAq has a natural structures of Fréchet spaces and we can recover the usual Schwartz
space as
SpAq “ S`´8pAq.
Notice that, in some imprecise sense, an element of S`CpAq is “Schwartz in a neighborhood
of 0" and of “moderate growth controlled by C in a neighborhood of `8" (Remark that if
C ă 0 this notion of moderate growth implies that the function actually converges to 0 at
`8). Let ι be the endomorphism of SpAq ‘ SpAq which sends pφ1, φ2q to pφ_2 , φ_1 q where,
as usual, φ_ denotes the function φ_pxq “ φpx´1q. Let pSpAq ‘ SpAqqι be the subspace of
ι-fixed vectors. Then we easily check that
pSpAq ‘ SpAqqι is a closed subspace of S`CpAq ‘ S`CpAq.(2.9.1)
We define PWApHCq as the space of holomorphic functions f : HC Ñ C satisfying:
• If A “ R˚`, f is rapidly decreasing in vertical strips: for every vertical strip V Ă HC
and every N ą 0 we have
sup
sPV
p1` |ℑpsq|qN |fpsq| ă 8.
• If A “ qZ, f is periodic of period logpqq´12iπ.
Then, PWApHCq has a natural topology making it into a Fréchet space (if A “ Z, we equip
it with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets). To every φ P S`CpAq we
associate a function M φ P PWApHCq, its Mellin transform, given by
pMφqpsq “
ż
R˚`
φpxqx´sdˆx if A “ R˚`,
pMφqpsq “
ÿ
xPqZ
φpxqx´s if A “ qZ.
Then φ ÞÑM φ is a topological isomorphism
S`CpAq » PWApHCq(2.9.2)
whose inverse f ÞÑM´1 f is given by
pM´1 fqpxq “ 1
2π
ż
R
fps` iξqxs`iξdξ for any s P HC if A “ R˚`,
pM´1 fqpxq “ logpqq
2π
ż
R { logpqq´12π Z
fps` iξqxps`iξqdξ for any s P HC if A “ qZ.
(see [Sak, Theorem 3.1.1] for the case where A “ R˚` and C “ ´8. The proof, which is
standard, extends without difficulty to the general case although we will not write the details
here).
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LetM be a connected complex analytic variety. For any TVS F , we denote by HolpM,F q
the space of holomorphic functions M Ñ F . By what precedes we have an isomorphism of
vector spaces
HolpM,S`CpAqq » HolpM,PWApHCqq
Z ÞÑ pZ :“M ˝Z .
Moreover, we can naturally identify HolpM,PWApHCqq with a certain space of functions
HC ˆM Ñ C. The next lemma characterizes the space of such functions.
Lemma 2.9.1 A function Z : HC ˆM Ñ C defines an element of HolpM,PWApHCqq if
and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
• Z is holomorphic;
• If A “ R˚`, Z is rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable locally uni-
formly in the second variable;
• If A “ qZ, Z is periodic of period logpqq´12iπ in the first variable.
Proof: If Z is a holomorphic functionM Ñ PWApHCq then the associated functionHC ˆM Ñ
C is analytic in each variable hence jointly analytic by Hartog’s theorem. If A “ qZ then
obviously the associated function is periodic of period logpqq´12iπ in the first variable. If
A “ R˚` then, Z being continuous, the image by Z of any compact subset KM ĎM is a com-
pact subset of PWApHCq and this readily implies that the associated function HC ˆM Ñ C
is rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable locally uniformly in the second
variable.
Let now Z : HC ˆM Ñ C be a function satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Clearly,
for every t P M the function s P HC ÞÑ Zps, tq belongs to PWApHCq and we want to show
that the induced map M Ñ PWApHCq, t ÞÑ Zp., tq, is holomorphic. We first show that
this map is continuous. If A “ qZ this amounts to the following: for every compact subset
KC Ď HC , every t0 PM and every ǫ ą 0 if t PM is sufficiently close to t0 then
sup
sPKC
|Zps, tq ´ Zps, t0q| ă ǫ.
But this follows immediately from the joint continuity of Z. If A “ R˚`, we need to show
the following: for every vertical strip V Ď HC , every N ą 0, every t0 P M and every ǫ ą 0
if t PM is sufficiently close to t0 then
sup
sPV
p1` |ℑpsq|qN |Zps, tq ´ Zps, t0q| ă ǫ.(2.9.3)
Let KM ĎM be a compact neighborhood of t0. Then, by the assumption that Z is rapidly
decreasing in vertical strips in the first variable locally uniformly in the second variable, for
T ą 0 sufficiently large we have
sup
sPV
|ℑpsq|ąT
p1` |ℑpsq|qN |Zps, tq| ď p1` T q´1 sup
sPV
p1` |ℑpsq|qN`1 |Zps, tq| ă ǫ
2
(2.9.4)
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for every t P KM . On the other hand, by continuity of Z, for t sufficiently close to t0 we have
sup
sPV
|ℑpsq|ďT
p1` |ℑpsq|qN |Zps, tq ´ Zps, t0q| ă ǫ.(2.9.5)
From 2.9.4 and 2.9.5 we deduce 2.9.3 and thus the continuity of t PM ÞÑ Zp., tq P PWApHCq
when A “ R˚`.
As Z is holomorphic, for every s P HC the function t P M ÞÑ Zps, tq is holomorphic. To
conclude we apply the criterion 2.2.1 to the total subset H of PWApHCq1 corresponding to
“evaluations at a point s P HC". 
2.10 Proof of Proposition 2.8.1
Set A “ R˚` if Z1, Z2 satisfy condition (1) of Proposition 2.8.1 and A “ qZ if they satisfy
condition (2). Then, by Lemma 2.9.1, Z “ pZ1,Z2q defines an holomorphic function U Ñ
PWApCq‘PWApCq i.e., by the isomorphism 2.9.2, an element pZ of HolpU,SpAq‘SpAqq. Let
ι be the endomorphism of SpAq‘SpAq defined in Section 2.9. Then, the functional equation
implies pZ takes its values in pSpAq ‘ SpAqqι. Still by Lemma 2.9.1, the assumption of the
proposition translates into: for every connected relatively compact open subset U 1 Ď M
containing U , there exists C ą 0 such that after composing by the continuous inclusion
SpAq Ď S`CpAq, pZ extends to a holomorphic function U 1 Ñ S`CpAq ‘ S`CpAq. Since pSpAq ‘
SpAqqι is a closed subspace of S`CpAq ‘ S`CpAq (by 2.9.1) and the image of U by pZ lands
into that subspace so does its extension to U 1 (by connectedness). Therefore pZ extends
to a holomorphic map U 1 Ñ pSpAq ‘ SpAqqι for every connected relatively compact open
subset U 1 Ď M containing U . It follows that pZ actually extends to a holomorphic map
M Ñ SpAq ‘ SpAq hence Z extends to a holomorphic map M Ñ PWApCq ‘ PWApCq.
Using again Lemma 2.9.1, this gives exactly the conclusion of Proposition 2.8.1. 
3 Zeta integrals and statement of the main theorems
Let F be a local field of characteristic zero and E be either a quadratic extension of F (inert
case) or F ˆ F (split case). We write |.|F and |.|E for the normalized absolute values of F
and E respectively. Thus, in the split case we have |pλ, µq|E “ |λ|F |µ|F for every pλ, µq P E
and in both cases we have |x|E “ |x|2F for every x P F . In the non-Archimedean case, we
let OF and OE be the rings of integers of F and E respectively. We fix non-trivial additive
characters ψ1 : F Ñ S1 and ψ : E Ñ S1 and we assume that ψ is trivial on F . We denote
by τ the unique element of E such that ψpzq “ ψ1pTrE{F pτzqq for every z P E where TrE{F
stands for the trace of the extension E{F .
Let n ě 1 be an integer. We write Gn for the algebraic group GLn, gln for its Lie algebra
and we denote by Zn, Bn, An and Nn the subgroups of scalar, resp. upper triangular,
resp. diagonal, resp. unipotent upper triangular matrices in Gn. By a standard parabolic
subgroup P of Gn we mean a parabolic subgroup containing Bn. We then write P “ MU
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for its unique Levi decomposition with An Ď M . We denote by δn and δn,E the modular
characters of BnpF q and BnpEq respectively. We will denote by Kn the standard maximal
compact subgroup of GnpF q that is Kn “ GnpOF q in the p-adic case and Kn “ Opnq or Upnq
in the cases where F “ R or C respectively. For g P Gn, we write tg for its transpose and
gi,j, 1 ď i, j ď n, for its entries. Also, for a P An we simply write ai for ai,i (1 ď i ď n). Let
A˚ “ A˚An , A˚C “ A˚An,C and pAGnq˚ “ pAGnAnq˚. We identify A˚ with Rn through the choice
of the basis χ1, . . . , χn of X˚pAnq where χi (1 ď i ď n) is defined by χipaq “ ai for every
a P An. Then, the closed negative Weyl chamber pA˚q` with respect to Bn is the cone of
n-uples λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P Rn such that λ1 ď . . . ď λn and the subspace pAGnq˚ consists of
vectors λ P Rn with λ1 ` . . . ` λn “ 0. Let λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P A˚. Then, defining |λ| as in
Section 2.1 we have |λ| “ pλwp1q, . . . , λwpnqq where w is the unique permutation of t1, . . . , nu
such that λwp1q ď . . . ď λwpnq. Moreover, the character a ÞÑ aλ of AnpEq is given by
aλ “ |a1|λ1E . . . |an|λnE .
We set minpλq :“ minpλ1, . . . , λnq. Notice that if λ P pA˚q` then minpλq “ λ1.
For π P IrrpGnpEqq we will denote by ωpi its central character seen as a character on
Eˆ through the natural identification ZnpEq » Eˆ. Let P “ MU be a standard parabolic
subgroup of Gn. Then M is of the form
M “ Gn1 ˆ . . .ˆGnk
for some integers n1, . . . , nk with n1` . . .`nk “ n. Let τi P IrrpGnipEqq for every 1 ď i ď k.
Then, σ “ τ1b . . .b τk is an irreducible representation of MpEq and we will use the notation
τ1 ˆ . . .ˆ τk
to denote the induced representation iGnpEq
P pEq pσq. A representation π P IrrpGnpEqq is generic
if it admits a nonzero Whittaker functional with respect to any (or equivalently one) generic
character of NnpEq. We will denote by IrrgenpGnpEqq the subset of generic representations
in IrrpGnpEqq. By [Zel, Theorem 9.7] and [Vog, Theorem 6.2f], every π P IrrgenpGnpEqq is
isomorphic to a representation of the form τ1 ˆ . . . τk where for each 1 ď i ď k, τi is an
essentially square-integrable (i.e. an unramified twist of a square-integrable) representation
of some GnipEq. We will say that a representation π of GnpEq is nearly tempered if it is
isomorphic to an induced representation os the form
pτ1 b |det|λ1E q ˆ . . .ˆ pτk b |det|λkE q
where for each 1 ď i ď k, τi P Π2pGnipEqq for some ni ě 1 and λi is a real number with
|λi| ă 14 . Again by [Zel, Theorem 9.7] and also [VS], every nearly tempered representation
is irreducible and generic. We will denote by IrrntemppGnpEqq Ď IrrgenpGnpEqq the subset of
nearly tempered representations.
We equip TemppGnpEqq with a topology as follows. For each standard parabolic subgroup
P “MU of Gn and σ P Π2pMpEqq the map λ P iA˚M ÞÑ iGnpEqP pEq pσλq P TemppGnpEqq identifies
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a certain quotient of iA˚M with a subset of TemppGnpEqq. Then we endow TemppGnpEqq
with the unique topology whose connected components are precisely these subsets equipped
with the quotient topology from iA˚M .
We define generic characters ψn : NnpEq Ñ S1, ψ1n : NnpF q Ñ S1 by
ψ1npuq “ ψ1
˜
p´1qn
n´1ÿ
i“1
ui,i`1
¸
and ψnpuq “ ψ
˜
p´1qn
n´1ÿ
i“1
ui,i`1
¸
.
If π is an irreducible generic representation of GnpEq, we write Wpπ, ψnq for its Whittaker
model (with respect to ψn). For every Whittaker function W P C8pNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq, we
define ĂW P C8pNnpEqzGnpEq, ψ´1n q byĂW pgq “W pwntg´1q pg P GnpEqq
where wn “
¨˚
˝ 1. . .
1
‹˛‚. Then, if π is an irreducible generic representation of GnpEq the
map W ÞÑ ĂW induces a (topological) isomorphism Wpπ, ψnq »Wprπ, ψ´1n q.
We let SpF nq “ C8c pF nq be the space of all locally constant and compactly supported
complex-valued functions on F n in the p-adic case and SpF nq be the usual Schwartz space
on F n in the Archimedean case. We denote by φ ÞÑ pφ be the usual Fourier transform on
F n defined using the additive character ψ1 and the corresponding autodual measure i.e. for
every φ P SpF nq we have
pφpx1, . . . , xnq “ ż
Fn
φpy1, . . . , ynqψ1px1y1 ` . . .` xnynqdy1 . . . dyn, px1, . . . , xnq P F n
where the measure of integration is chosen so that ppφpvq “ φp´vq. Finally, we write en for
the vector en “ p0, . . . , 0, 1q P F n.
3.1 Asai L-functions and epsilon factors
Let WF be the Weil group of F and set
W 1F “
"
WF ˆ SL2pCq if F is p´ adic
WF if F is Archimedean
for the Weil-Deligne group of F . In the inert case, we define similarly the Weil-Deligne
group W 1E of E. An admissible complex representation of W
1
F (resp. W
1
E) is by definition
a continuous morphism φ : W 1F Ñ GLpMq (resp. φ : W 1E Ñ GLpMq) where M is a finite
dimensional complex vector space which is semi-simple and algebraic when restricted to
SL2pCq (in the p-adic case). To any admissible complex representation φ : W 1F Ñ GLpMq
we associate a local L-factor Lps, φq and a local ǫ-factor ǫps, φ, ψ1q as in [Ta, §3] and [GR,
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§2.2]. In the p-adic case, Lps, φq is of the form P pq´sq where P P CrT s is such that P p0q “ 1
whereas ǫps, φ, ψ1q is of the form cqnps´1{2q where n P Z and c “ ǫp1{2, φ, ψ1q P Cˆ. In the
Archimedean case, Lps, φq is a product of dimpMq factors of the form π´ps`s0q{2Γpps` s0q{2q
for some s0 P C where Γ denotes the usual gamma function and ǫps, ϕ, ψ1q is of the form
cQs´1{2 where Q P R˚` and c “ ǫp1{2, ϕ, ψ1q P Cˆ. Using these invariants, we define the local
γ-factor of φ as
γps, φ, ψ1q “ ǫps, φ, ψ1qLp1 ´ s,
rφq
Lps, φq
where rφ stands for the contragredient of φ. Setting ψ1λpxq “ ψ1pλxq for every pλ, xq P FˆˆF
we have
ǫps, φ, ψ1λq “ pdetφqpλq|λ|dimpMqps´
1
2
q
F ǫps, φ, ψ1q
for every λ P Fˆ where we have identified detφ with a character of Fˆ through class field
theory. Moreover, if we identify the absolute value |.|F to a character W 1F Ñ R˚` (again
through class field theory) we have Lps, φ b |.|s0F q “ Lps ` s0, φq and ǫps, φ b |.|s0F , ψ1q “
ǫps` s0, φ, ψ1q for every s0 P C. Let ηE{F be the quadratic character of W 1F associated to the
extension E{F and set
λE{F pψ1q “ ǫp1
2
, ηE{F , ψ
1q.
This is sometimes called the Langlands constant of the extension E{F . It is a fourth root
of unity which is trivial in the split case. Moreover, in the inert case if φ is an admissible
complex representation of W 1E of dimension n, by the inductivity of ǫ-factors in degree 0
([Ta, Theorem 3.4.1]) we have
ǫps, φ, ψ1Eq “ λE{F pψ1q´nγps, IndW
1
F
W 1
E
pφq, ψ1q(3.1.1)
where we have set ψ1E :“ ψ1 ˝TrE{F and IndW
1
F
W 1
E
denotes the functor of induction from W 1E to
W 1F (which sends admissible representations to admissible representations).
In the proofs, it will be convenient to modify slightly the definition of the local L-functions
in the Archimedean case. For every s P C, we let Ks be the modified K-Bessel function of
the second kind (see e.g. [Iw, Appendix B.4]). It is a function of a complex variable z P C
and for fixed z the function s ÞÑ Kspzq is holomorphic. Then, for φ : W 1F Ñ GLpMq an
admissible complex representation and z P R˚` we set
LK,zps, φq “
"
Lps, φq if F is p ´ adic
K s
2
´ 1
4
pzq´ dimpMqLps, φq if F is Archimedean.
The basic properties of this modified L-function are summarized in the next lemma, the cru-
cial point being property (iii) which is not satisfied by local L-functions in the Archimedean
case.
Lemma 3.1.1 Let φ : W 1F Ñ GLpMq be an admissible complex representation and z P R˚`.
Then:
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(i) LK,zps, φq is meromorphic and does not vanish;
(ii) In the p-adic case, s ÞÑ LK,zps, φq is periodic of period logpqq´12iπ;
(iii) In the Archimedean case, for every vertical strip V Ď C there exists dV ą 0 such that
|LK,zps, φq´1| ! |s|dV
for every s P V ;
(iv) We have the equality
γps, φ, ψ1q “ ǫps, φ, ψ1qLK,zp1´ s,
rφq
LK,zps, φq .
Proof: (i) follows from the fact that s ÞÑ Lps, φq does not vanish and s ÞÑ Kspzq is holomor-
phic (this follows e.g. from the fact that Kspzq is the Mellin transform of t ÞÑ 12e´
z
2
pt`t´1q see
the 4th equality on the top of [Iw, p.205]). (ii) is clear given the form of the local L-function
in the p-adic case. (iv) is a consequence of the fact that s ÞÑ Kspzq is even. It only remains
to show (iii). By the form of the local L-functions in the Archimedean case, it boils down to
showing that for every s0 P C and every vertical strip V Ď C there exists d “ dV,s0 such that
|
Kspzq
Γps` s0q | ! |s|
d, s P V.
By [Wall2, Lemma 10.A.2.2], for any s0 P C the function Γps`
1
2
q
Γps`s0q
is essentially bounded in
absolute value in any vertical strip by a power of |s| away from its (finitely many) poles.
Therefore, we are reduced to showing the above inequality for s0 “ 12 . By the second equality
on the top of [Iw, p.205], for ℜpsq ą 0 we have
Kspzq
Γps` 1
2
q “ π
´1{2
´z
2
¯´s ż `8
0
pt2 ` 1q´s´ 12 cosptzqdt.
By integration by parts and an easy induction for every integer k ě 0 there exists polynomials
Pz,k,i P CrT s, k ď i ď 2k such thatż `8
0
pt2 ` 1q´s´ 12 cosptzqdt “
2kÿ
i“k
Pz,k,ipsq
ż `8
0
pt2 ` 1q´s´ 12´i cosptzqdt.
Clearly, the integral
ż `8
0
pt2`1q´s´ 12´i cosptzqdt is absolutely convergent in tℜpsq ą ´iu and
defines a holomorphic function there which is bounded in vertical strips. The claim follows.

Assume that we are in the inert case. Fix s P W 1F zW 1E . Let φ : W 1E Ñ GLpMq be an
admissible representation. We defined Aspφq : W 1F Ñ GLpM bMq by Aspφqpwq “ φpwq b
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φpsws´1q for w PW 1E and Aspφqpsq “ pIdM bφps2qq ˝ ι where ι is the linear automorphism of
M bM sending ub v to v b u. Then, Aspφq is an admissible representation of W 1F and we
set Lps, φ,Asq “ Lps,Aspφqq, ǫps, φ,As, ψ1q “ ǫps,Aspφq, ψ1q, γps, φ,As, ψ1q “ γps,Aspφq, ψ1q
and call them the Asai L-function, ǫ-factor and γ-factor of φ respectively. If φ decomposes
as a direct sum
φ “ φ1 ‘ . . .‘ φk
of admissible representations of W 1E then we have
Aspφq “
kà
i“1
Aspφiq ‘
à
1ďiăjďk
Ind
W 1F
W 1
E
pφi b φcjq(3.1.2)
where φcj stands for the representation w ÞÑ φjpsws´1q. We have Aspφb |.|s0E q “ Aspφqb |.|2s0F
for every s0 P C. Moreover, if φ “ χ is a character of W 1E that we identify to a character
of Eˆ through class field theory then Aspχq is the character of W 1F corresponding to the
restriction of χ to Fˆ via class field theory.
Let π P IrrpGnpEqq. Then, the local Langlands correspondence for GLn ([La], [HT], [Hen],
[Sch]) associates to π an admissible complex representation φπ : W 1E Ñ GLpMq of dimension
n. We set Lps, π,Asq “ Lps, φπ,Asq, ǫps, π,As, ψ1q “ ǫps, φπ,As, ψ1q and γps, π,As, ψ1q “
γps, φπ,As, ψ1q and call them the Asai L-function, ǫ-factor and γ-factor of π respectively.
We have detAspφπq “ pωπqnηnpn´1q{2E{F and therefore
ǫps, π,As, ψ1λq “ ωπpλqn|λ|n
2ps´ 1
2
q
F ηE{F pλq
npn´1q
2 ǫps, π,As, ψ1q(3.1.3)
for every λ P Fˆ. Let z P R˚`. We also set
LK,zps, π,Asq “ LK,zps,Aspφπqq “
"
Lps, π,Asq if F is p´ adic
K s
2
´ 1
4
pzq´n2Lps, π,Asq if F is Archimedean
Assume now that we are in the split case. Let π “ π1 b π2 be an irreducible represen-
tation of GnpEq “ GnpF q ˆ GnpF q. Let φ1, φ2 : W 1F Ñ GLnpCq be the admissible complex
representations associated to π1 and π2 respectively by the local Langlands correspondence.
Then, we set
Lps, π,Asq “ Lps, π1ˆπ2q “ Lps, φ1bφ2q, ǫps, π,As, ψ1q “ ǫps, π1ˆπ2, ψ1q “ ǫps, φ1bφ2, ψ1q
and
γps, π,As, ψ1q “ γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψ1q “ γps, φ1 b φ2, ψ1q.
We now return to the inert case. Let P “ MU be a standard parabolic subgroup of Gn
and n1, . . . , nk P N˚ so that
MpEq “ Gn1pEq ˆ . . .ˆGnkpEq.
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For each 1 ď i ď k, let σi P Π2pGnipEqq and set σ “ σ1 b . . .b σk P Π2pMpEqq. We identify
A˚M,C with C
k so that for every pλ1, . . . , λkq P Ck, we have
σλ “ σ1|det|λ1E b . . .b σk|det|λkE .
We set πλ “ iGnpEqP pEq pσλq for every λ P A˚M,C. Then, πλ is irreducible for almost every λ. For
such λ, Lps, πλ,Asq, ǫps, πλ,As, ψ1q and γps, πλ,As, ψ1q are defined as above. For the remain-
ing λ’s, we define these factors as the one associated to the unique irreducible subquotient
π0λ of πλ which is the Langlands quotient of i
GnpEq
QpEq pσλq for any parabolic Q with Levi M for
which λ is positive (in the large sense).
Lemma 3.1.2 (i) For every λ “ pλ1, . . . , λkq P A˚M,C we have
Lps, πλ,Asq “
kź
i“1
Lps ` 2λi, σi,Asq
ź
1ďiăjďk
Lps ` λi ` λj, σi ˆ σjq
and
ǫps, πλ,As, ψ1q “ λE{F pψ1q
kpk´1q
2
kź
i“1
ǫps`2λi, σi,As, ψ1q
ź
1ďiăjďk
ǫps`λi`λj, σiˆσj, ψ1Eq.
(ii) Set U “ tpλ1, . . . , λkq P A˚M,C | |ℜpλiq| ă 14u. Then, for every s P C with ℜpsq “ 12
the function λ P U ÞÑ γps, πλ,As, ψ1q is holomorphic. Moreover, for π nearly tempered,
Lps, π,Asq has no poles in tℜpsq ě 1
2
u.
(iii) For any z P R˚` the function ps, λq ÞÑ LK,zps, πλ,Asq´1 is holomorphic. Moreover, in
the Archimedean case it is of moderate growth in vertical strips in the first variable
locally uniformly in the second variable i.e. for every vertical strip V Ď C and compact
subset K Ď A˚M there exists d ą 0 such that
|LK,zps, πλ,Asq´1| ! |s|d
for every s P V and λ P K.
Proof:
(i) By compatibility of the Langlands correspondence with parabolic induction and un-
ramified twists, for every λ “ pλ1, . . . , λkq P A˚M,C the Langlands parameter of πλ (or
rather π0λ) is given by
φπλ “ φσ1 b |.|λ1E ‘ . . .‘ φσk b |.|λkE .
Therefore, the identities of the lemma follow directly from 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and the fact that for π1, π2 tempered the L-functions Lps, π1,Asq
and Lps, π1 ˆ π2q have no poles in tℜpsq ą 0u.
(iii) The first part is again a direct consequence of (i). The second part on the other hand
follows from (i) and Lemma 3.1.1(iii). 
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3.2 Definition and convergence of the local Zeta integrals
Let π P IrrgenpGnpEqq. For every W P Wpπ, ψnq, φ P SpF nq and s P C we define, whenever
convergent, a Zeta integral
Zps,W, φq “
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
W phqφpenhq|det h|sFdh.
Set A “ qZ in the non-Archimedean case and A “ R˚` in the Archimedean case. Recall that
for every C P R we have set HC “ tz P C | ℜpzq ą Cu and in Section 2.9 we have defined
a certain space PWApHCq of holomorphic functions on HC . By Corollary 2.7.1, there exists
µ P A˚ such that Wpπ, ψnq Ď CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq. Thus, the next lemma will show that
the above Zeta integrals are at least convergent in some right half-plane.
Lemma 3.2.1 Let µ P A˚ and φ P SpF nq. Then, for every W P CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq the
integral
Zps,W, φq “
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
W phqφpenhq|det h|sFdh
is absolutely convergent for all s P H´2minpµq. Moreover, the function s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq belongs
to PWApH´2minpµqq and the linear map
CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq Ñ PWApH´2minpµqq
W ÞÑ ps ÞÑ Zps,W, φqq
is continuous.
Proof: LetW P CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq. By the Iwasawa decompositionGnpF q “ NnpF qAnpF qKn,
we need to show the convergence ofż
Kn
ż
AnpF q
|W pakq||φpenakq||det a|tF δnpaq´1dadk
for t ą ´2minpµq. Since for each R ą 0 we have |φpenakq| ! p1` |an|q´R for all a P AnpF q
and k P Kn, by Lemma 2.5.1 we are reduced to show the convergence ofż
AnpF q
n´1ź
i“1
p1` | ai
ai`1
|q´Rp1` |an|q´Rδn,Epaq1{2a|µ||det a|tF δnpaq´1da “ż
AnpF q
n´1ź
i“1
p1` | ai
ai`1
|q´Rp1` |an|q´R
nź
i“1
|ai|
t`2|µ|ida
where |µ|1, . . . , |µ|n denote the coordinates of |µ|. We easily check that the above integral
is absolutely convergent when t ` 2|µ|i ą 0 for every 1 ď i ď n i.e. when t ą ´2minpµq
and moreover that the convergence is uniform on any compact subset of this open interval.
Therefore, the function s P H´2minpµq ÞÑ Zps,W, φq is well-defined and holomorphic. In
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the non-Archimedean case it is clear that it is also periodic of period logpqq´12iπ hence
belongs to PWApH´2minpµqq. In the Archimedean case, we at least have that the function
s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq is bounded in vertical strips. To show that it is actually rapidly decreasing
on such strips, it suffices to show that s ÞÑ sZps,W, φq is a sum of Zeta integrals of the
same kind (since then by an easy induction we will have that for every N ě 0 the function
s ÞÑ sNZps,W, φq is bounded in vertical strips). Let Z “ In P glnpF q. Then, for every s P C
we have
RpZq ph ÞÑ |deth|sq “ ns|det h|s.
Hence, by integration by part,
nsZps,W, φq “
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
W phqφpenhqRpZq ph ÞÑ |det h|sq dh
“ ´
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
RpZq ph ÞÑW phqφpenhqq |det h|sdh
“ ´
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
pRpZqW qphqφpenhq|det h|sdh´
ż
NnpF qzGnpF q
W phqpDφqpenhq|det h|sdh
“ ´Zps, RpZqW,φq ´ Zps,W,Dφq
for every s P H´2minpµq where D stands for the Euler vector field v ÞÑ Bv on F n (where Bv
stands for the operator of differentiation in the v-direction). This shows the claim and thus
ps ÞÑ Zps,W, φqq P PWApH´2minpµqq in all cases. Finally, the fact that the linear map
CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq Ñ PWApH´2minpµqq
W ÞÑ ps ÞÑ Zps,W, φqq
is continuous can be easily inferred from the closed graph theorem. 
We now introduce the following convenient terminology: we say that a generic irreducible
representation π of GnpEq is nearly tempered if it can be written as a parabolically induced
representation
π “ τ1,λ1 ˆ . . .ˆ τk,λk
where, for each 1 ď i ď k, τi is a discrete series of some GkipEq and λ1, . . . , λk P C are such
that
|ℜpλiq| ă 1
4
for every 1 ď i ď k.
Lemma 3.2.2 Assume that π is a generic irreducible representation of GnpEq which is
nearly tempered. Then, there exists ǫ ą 0 such that for every W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq
the integral defining Zps,W, φq converges absolutely on H 1
2
´ǫ and defines a holomorphic
function there.
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Proof: Let W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq. By assumption, there exists a parabolic subgroup
P “ MU of Gn, a discrete series σ of MpEq and λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P A˚M,C Ď A˚C “ Cn
satisfying |ℜpλiq| ă 14 for every 1 ď i ď n such that π » iGnpEqP pEq pσλq. Let ρ “ pn´12 , . . . , 1´n2 q P
A˚ be half the sum of the roots of An in Bn. Then, for every η ą 0 we have |ℜpλq| ă
|ℜpλq| ` ηρ. Therefore, by Proposition 2.6.1(i) (and standard properties of the Jacquet’s
functional [Wall2, Sect. 15.4]) we have
Wpπ, ψnq Ď C|ℜpλq|`ηρpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq
for any η ą 0. By the previous lemma it follows that for any η ą 0, Zps,W, φq converges
absolutely on H´2minp|ℜpλq|`ηρq and defines a holomorphic function there. Since
H´2minp|ℜpλq|q “
ď
ηą0
H´2minp|ℜpλq|`ηρq
we deduce that Zps,W, φq converges absolutely on H´2minp|ℜpλq|q and defines a holomorphic
function there. Finally, the assumption made on λ implies that H´2minp|ℜpλq|q “ H 1
2
´ǫ for
some ǫ ą 0 and the lemma follows. 
We have the following non-vanishing result.
Lemma 3.2.3 For every s0 P C, there exist finite families Wi P Wpπ, ψnq and φi P SpF nq
indexed by i P I such that the function s ÞÑ řiPI Zps,Wi, φiq (which is defined on some
right-half plane) admits a holomorphic continuation to C which is non-vanishing at s0.
Proof: Let Pn be the mirabolic subgroup of Gn (i.e. the subgroup of elements g P Gn
with last row p0, . . . , 0, 1q), Un be the unipotent radical of Pn and Un “ tUn. Then, we
have the decomposition GnpF q “ PnpF qZnpF qUnpF q and correspondingly for Haar measures
dh “ |det p|´1F drpdzdu where drp denotes a right Haar measure on PnpF q. Thus, by Lemma
3.2.1, for ℜpsq " 1 the expression defining Zps,W, φq is absolutely convergent and we have
Zps,W, φq “
ż
ZnpF qˆUnpF q
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
W ppzuq|det p|s´1F drpφpenzuq|det z|sFdzdu
“
ż
ZnpF qˆUnpF q
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
W ppuq|det p|s´1F drpφpenzuqωπpzq|det z|sFdzdu
for every W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq. Let ϕZ P C8c pZnpF qq and ϕU P C8c pUnpF qq. Then,
there exists a unique φ “ φϕZ ,ϕU P C8c pF nq such that φpenzuq “ ϕZpzqϕUpuq for every
pz, uq P ZnpF q ˆ UnpF q. For such a φ, the above identity becomes
Zps,W, φq “
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
pRpϕUqW q ppq|det p|s´1F drp
ż
ZnpF q
ϕZpzqωπpzq|det z|sdz, ℜpsq " 1
for every W P Wpπ, ψnq. Let f P C8c pNnpEqzPnpEq, ψnq. By [GK], [Jac3, Proposition 5]
and [Kem], there exists W0 P Wpπ, ψnq whose restriction to PnpEq coincides with f . By
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Dixmier-Malliavin [DM] (in the Archimedean case), the exists finite families pWiqiPI and
pϕU,iqiPI of elements in Wpπ, ψnq and C8c pUnpF qq respectively such that
W0 “
ÿ
iPI
RpϕU,iqWi.
Choose ϕZ P C8c pZnpF qq such thatż
ZnpF q
ϕZpzqωπpzq|det z|s0dz ‰ 0
(Notice that the above integral is absolutely convergent for any complex value of s0). Set
φi “ φϕZ ,ϕU,i for every i P I. Then, by the above, for ℜpsq " 1 we haveÿ
iPI
Zps,Wi, φiq “
ÿ
iPI
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
`
RpϕU,iqWi
˘ ppq|det p|s´1F drp ż
ZnpF q
ϕZpzqωπpzq|det z|sdz
“
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
W0ppq|det p|s´1F drp
ż
ZnpF q
ϕZpzqωπpzq|det z|sdz
“
ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
fppq|det p|s´1F drp
ż
ZnpF q
ϕZpzqωπpzq|det z|sdz.
The above integrals are convergent for any s P C uniformly on compacta and therefore the
resulting expression defines a holomorphic function on C. Moreover, we can certainly choose
f so that ż
NnpF qzPnpF q
fppq|det p|s0´1F drp ‰ 0.
By our choice of ϕZ this implies that the holomorphic continuation of
ř
iPI Zps,Wi, φiq does
not vanish at s0. 
3.3 Local functional equation: the split case
In this section we assume that we are in the split case i.e. E “ F ˆF . Let π P IrrgenpGnpEqq.
Then π “ π1 b π2 for some π1, π2 P IrrpGnpF qq and in the case where ψpx, yq “ ψ1pxqψ1p´yq
for px, yq P E (i.e. τ “ p1,´1q) and W “ W1 b W2 for some W1 P Wpπ1, ψ1nq, W2 P
Wpπ2, ψ1n´1q, for any φ P SpF nq the Zeta integral Zps,W, φq belongs to a family of expressions
studied by Jacquet-Piatetskii-Shapiro-Shalika and Jacquet in [JPSS] and [Jac]. By the main
results of those references together with properties of the local Langlands correspondence
for GLn ([HT], [Hen], [Sch]), in this case Zps,W, φq admits a meromorphic continuation to
C and satisfies the functional equation
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπ2p´1qn´1γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψ1qZps,W, φq
“ ωπpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 γps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.
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Moreover, in the p-adic case the meromorphic continuation of s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq and the above
equality extend to anyW PWpπ, ψq by linearity whereas in the Archimedean case this follows
from the remark after Theorem 2.3 of [Jac]. We record this as a theorem by removing the
assumption on ψ.
Theorem 3.3.1 Assume that E “ F ˆ F . Let π P IrrgenpGnpEqq. Then, for every W P
Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq the function s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq has a meromorphic extension to C and
satisfies the functional equation
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.(3.3.1)
Proof: By the above, the theorem is satisfied when ψpx, yq “ ψ1pxqψ1p´yq for every px, yq P
E. We therefore just need to study the effect of replacing ψ by ψλ for some λ P Fˆ
where ψλpzq “ ψpλzq for every z P E. Doing so amounts to replacing τ by λτ . Define
the generic character ψn,λ as ψn using ψλ instead of ψ. Then, there is an isomorphism
Wpπ, ψnq ÑWpπ, ψn,λq, W ÞÑ Wλ given by
Wλpgq “ W papλqgq, g P GnpEq
where apλq “
¨˚
˝λ
n´1
. . .
1
‹˛‚. By the change of variable h ÞÑ apλq´1h we have
Zps,Wλ, φq “ δnpapλqq|det apλq|´sF Zps,W, φq, ℜpsq " 1.(3.3.2)
This already shows that Zps,Wλ, φq has a meromorphic continuation if and only if Zps,W, φq
has one. On the other hand, for all g P GnpEq we have
ĆpWλqpgq “W papλqwntg´1q “ W pwntpwnapλq´1w´1n gq´1q “ ĂW pwnapλq´1w´1n gq “ ωπpλqn´1pĂW qλpgq
so that ĂWλ “ ωπpλqn´1pĂW qλ and finally (by 3.3.2)
Zp1´ s, ĂWλ, pφq “ ωπpλqn´1δnpapλqq|det apλq|s´1F Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq.(3.3.3)
From 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 it follows that if Zps,W, φq and Zps,ĂW, pφq satisfy 3.3.1 then
Zp1´ s, ĂWλ, pφq “ ωπpλqn´1|det apλq|2s´1F ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψ1q
ˆ Zps,Wλ, φq
“ ωπpλτqn´1|λτ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψ1qZps,Wλ, φq
which is precisely the functional equation for ψ replaced by ψλ. 
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3.4 Local functional equation: the inert case
In this Section we assume that E{F is a quadratic field extension. We are going to state
two theorems which are the main results of this paper. These theorems will be proved in
Sections 3.8 and 3.9. The first result is the exact analog of Theorem 3.3.1 in the inert case:
Theorem 3.4.1 Assume that E{F is a quadratic field extension. Let π P IrrgenpGnpEqq.
Then, for every W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq the function s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq has a meromor-
phic extension to C and satisfies the functional equation
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.(3.4.1)
Theorem 3.4.2 Assume that E{F is a quadratic field extension. Let π P IrrgenpGnpEqq.
Then, for every W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq the function
s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq
Lps, π,Asq
is holomorphic. Moreover, if π is nearly tempered for every s0 P C there exist W PWpπ, ψnq
and φ P SpF nq for which the above function does not vanish at s0.
The aim of the next lemma is to check that Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 do not depend on
the choices of ψ and ψ1.
Lemma 3.4.3 If Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 hold for one pair pψ, ψ1q of nontrivial additive
characters of E, F respectively with ψ trivial on F then they hold for any such pair.
Proof: The independence on the choice of ψ can be proved exactly the same way as in
the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Clearly Theorem 3.4.2 and the meromorphic extension of s ÞÑ
Zps,W, φq for every W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq do not depend on the choice of ψ1. Thus,
it only remains to show the independence of the functional equation 3.4.1 on the choice of
ψ1. If we replace ψ1 by ψ1λ defined by ψ
1
λpxq “ ψ1pλxq for every x P F for some λ P Fˆ but
keep ψ fixed then we have to replace τ by λ´1τ . Therefore, the functional equation 3.4.1 for
ψ1 replaced by ψ1λ reads
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφψ1λq “ ωπpλ´1τqn´1|λ´1τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1λq´npn´1q2 γps, π,As, ψ1λqZps,W, φq
(3.4.2)
for every W P Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq where pφψ1λ stands for the Fourier transform of φ
with respect to ψ1λ (rather than ψ
1) and the corresponding autodual Haar measure on F n.
We have the relation pφψ1λpvq “ |λ|n{2F pφpλvq (v P F n). Therefore, by the change of variable
h ÞÑ λ´1h, we have
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφψ1λq “ |λ|nps´1{2qF ωπpλqZp1´ s,ĂW, pφq.(3.4.3)
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On the other hand,
λE{F pψ1λq “ ηE{F pλqλE{F pψ1q(3.4.4)
whereas by 3.1.3,
γps, π,As, ψ1λq “ ωπpλqn|λ|n
2ps´1{2q
F ηE{F pλqnpn´1q{2γps, π,As, ψ1q.(3.4.5)
Combining 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 we see that the functional equation 3.4.2 for pψ, ψ1λq reduces
to the one for pψ, ψ1q (that is 3.4.1). 
The next lemma is straightforward and allows to restrict to representations with unitary
central character.
Lemma 3.4.4 Let π be a generic irreducible representation of GnpEq and λ P A˚Gn,C. Then
if Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 hold for πλ they also hold for π.
3.5 Unramified computation
In this Section, we consider the case where F is non-Archimedean and the extension E{F
is either inert or split. Recall that an irreducible representation π of GnpEq is said to be
unramified if it admits a nonzero GnpOEq-fixed vector in which case πGnpOEq is a line. We
also say that the characters ψ1 and ψ are unramified if the maximal fractional ideals on
which they are trivial are OF and OE respectively. If π and ψ are unramified there exists a
unique W P Wpπ, ψnqGnpOEq such that W p1q “ 1. The following unramified computation is
standard and already in the literature in all but one case. We provide a proof in this missing
case.
Lemma 3.5.1 Assume that F is non-Archimedean and that π P IrrgenpGnpEqq, ψ1 and ψ
are all unramified. Let W P Wpπ, ψnqGnpOEq be normalized by W p1q “ 1 and φ P SpF nq be
the characteristic function of OnF . Then, for ℜpsq " 1 we have
Zps,W, φq “ volpNnpOF qzGnpOF qqLps, π,Asq.
Proof: In the split case this is [JS, Proposition 2.3] and in the inert case when the extension
E{F is unramified this is [Fli2, Proposition 3]. Thus, it only remains to deal with the case
where E{F is a ramified field extension. Let ̟F be an uniformizer of F . For any n-uple
λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq of integers set
apλq “
¨˚
˝̟
λ1
F
. . .
̟λnF
‹˛‚.
Then, by the Iwasawa decomposition we have (for ℜpsq " 1)
Zps,W, φq “ volpNnpOF qzGnpOF qq
ÿ
λPZn
W papλqqφp̟λnF enq|det apλq|sF δnpapλqq´1(3.5.1)
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For every n-uple λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq of decreasing integers let sλ be the Schur function as defined
in [Fli2, §3]. Let t “ pt1, . . . , tnq P pCˆqn{Sn be the Satake parameter of π. Then, by [CS],
[Shin], W papλqq is zero unless λ1 ě . . . ě λn in which case it equals δn,Epapλqq1{2s2λptq.
Moreover as φ “ 1OnF we have φp̟λnF enq “ 0 if λn ă 0 and 1 otherwise. Therefore, by 3.5.1
and since δn,E “ δ2n on AnpF q we get
volpNnpOF qzGnpOF qq´1Zps,W, φq “
ÿ
λPZn
λ1ě...ěλně0
s2λptq|det apλq|sF
“
ÿ
λPZn
λ1ě...ěλně0
s2λptqq´spλ1`...`λnqF
“
ÿ
λPZn
λ1ě...ěλně0
s2λpq´s{2F t1, . . . , q´s{2F tnq
But by [M] equality 5.(a) p.77 we haveÿ
λPZn
λ1ě...ěλně0
s2λpq´s{2F t1, . . . , q´s{2F tnq “
ź
1ďiďn
p1´ q´sF t2i q´1
ź
1ďiăjďn
p1´ q´sF titjq´1.
On the other hand, since π is unramified it is of the form χ1 ˆ . . . ˆ χn where the χi are
unramified character of Eˆ. Thus, by Lemma 3.1.2(i), we have
Lps, π,Asq “
nź
i“1
Lps, χi,Asq
ź
1ďiăjďn
Lps, χiχjq “
nź
i“1
Lps, χi|Fˆq
ź
1ďiăjďn
Lps, χiχjq
“
ź
1ďiďn
p1´ q´sF t2i q´1
ź
1ďiăjďn
p1´ q´sF titjq´1
and this ends the proof of the lemma. 
Corollary 3.5.2 Assume that E{F is a quadratic extension of p-adic fields and that π P
IrrgenpGnpEqq is an unramified generic representation of GnpEq. Then, there exist W P
Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq such that s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq and s ÞÑ Zps,ĂW, pφq are not identically
zero and admit meromorphic continuation to C satisfying
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.
Proof: By Lemma 3.4.3 (or rather its proof) the statement of the corollary does not depend
on the choice of pψ, ψ1q. Therefore, we may assume that both ψ1 and ψ are unramified.
Then, taking for W the unique element of Wpπ, ψnqGnpOEq normalized by W p1q “ 1 and for
φ P SpF nq the characteristic function of OnF , by the previous lemma we have
Zps,W, φq “ volpNnpOF qzGnpOF qqLps, π,Asq,
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Zps,ĂW, pφq “ volpNnpOF qzGnpOF qqLps, rπ,Asq
for ℜpsq " 1. This shows that both s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq and s ÞÑ Zps,ĂW, pφq are not identically
zero and admit meromorphic continuation to C satisfying
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ Lp1´ s, rπ,Asq
Lps, π,Asq Zps,W, φq.
Thus, it only remains to check that
ǫps, π,As, ψ1q “ ωπpτq1´n|τ |
npn´1q
2
p1{2´sq
E λE{F pψ1q
npn´1q
2 .
Since π is unramified, it is an induced representation of the form χ1 ˆ . . . ˆ χn where the
χi’s are unramified characters of Eˆ. By Lemma 3.1.2(i) we have
ǫps, π,As, ψ1q “ λE{F pψ1q
npn´1q
2
ź
1ďiăjďn
ǫps, χiχj, ψ1Eq ˆ
nź
i“1
ǫps, χi|Fˆ, ψ1q(3.5.2)
Since χi|Fˆ and ψ1 are unramified we have ǫps, χi|Fˆ , ψ1q “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď n. On the other
hand, since χi, χj and ψ “ ψ1E,τ are unramified we have
ǫps, χiχj, ψ1Eq “ |τ |1{2´sE χipτq´1χjpτq´1ǫps, χiχj , ψq “ |τ |1{2´sE χipτq´1χjpτq´1
for every 1 ď i ă j ď n. Therefore 3.5.2 becomes
ǫps, π,As, ψ1q “ λE{F pψ1q
npn´1q
2 |τ |
npn´1q
2
p1{2´sq
E
ź
1ďiăjďn
χipτq´1χjpτq´1
“ λE{F pψ1q
npn´1q
2 |τ |
npn´1q
2
p1{2´sq
E ωπpτq1´n
which is exactly what we wanted. 
3.6 Global Zeta integrals and their functional equation
In this section we let k1{k be a quadratic extension of number fields. For every place v of
k we denote by kv the corresponding completion of k and set k1v “ kv bk k1. Also if v is
non-Archimedean, we let Ov, Ok1,v be the ring of integers of kv and k1v respectively. Let
A “ ś1v kv and Ak1 “ Abkk1 “ ś1v k1v be the adèle rings of k and k1 respectively and |.|
be the normalized absolute value on A. We will also denote by Ak1,f “
ś1
v∤8 k
1
v the finite
adèles of k1 and by k18 “
ś
v|8 k
1
v the product of the Archimedean completions of k
1 (so
that Ak1 “ Ak1,f ˆk18). Let Ψ1 and Ψ be nontrivial additive characters of kzA and k1zAk1
respectively with Ψ trivial on kzA. For every place v we let Ψv be the local component ofΨ at
v to which we associate a generic character Ψn,v : Nnpk1vq Ñ S1 as before. Then Ψn “
ś
v Ψn,v
define a character of NnpAk1q which is at the same time trivial on Nnpk1q and NnpAq. Let Z8
be the connected component (for the usual topology) of ZnpRq. By the diagonal embedding
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R ãÑ k18, we consider Z8 as a central subgroup of Gnpk18q. For ω a continuous unitary
character of Z8 we denote by AcusppZ8Gnpk1qzGnpAk1q, ωq the space of smooth functions
ϕ : Gnpk1qzGnpAk1q Ñ C (here smooth means that ϕ is right invariant by an open subgroup
of GnpAk1,fq and C8 in the Gpk18q component) with all their derivatives of moderate growth
in the sense of [MW, §I.2.3], having central character ω (i.e. ϕpzgq “ ωpzqϕpgq for every
pz, gq P Z8 ˆGnpAk1q) and satisfyingż
Npk1qzNpAk1q
ϕpugqdu “ 0, g P GnpAk1q
for every parabolic subgroup P “ MN of Gn. By a cuspidal automorphic representa-
tion of GnpAk1q we mean a closed topologically irreducible subrepresentation of the space
AcusppZ8Gnpk1qzGnpAk1q, ωq for some character ω. If Π is such a cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentation of GnpAk1q then there exists an isomorphism
Π » xâ
v|8
Πv b
1â
v∤8
Πv(3.6.1)
where for every place v of k, Πv is an irreducible representation of Gnpk1vq in the sense of
Section 2.3. Moreover, the representation Πv is generic for every place v, unramified for
almost all place v and the restricted tensor product above is taken with respect to a family
of (almost everywhere defined) GnpOk1,vq-fixed vectors.
Let Π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GnpAk1q and let, for every place v of k,
Wv be a Whittaker function inWpΠv,Ψn,vq such that Wv is GnpOk1,vq-invariant and satisfies
Wvp1q “ 1 for almost all place v. Set
W “
ź
v
Wv.
Then, W is a well-defined function on GnpAk1q satisfying W pugq “ ΨnpuqW pgq for every
pu, gq P NnpAk1q ˆ GnpAk1q. We define similarly ĂW “ śvĂWv. For every place v, choose
a function φv P Spknv q such that φv “ 1GnpOk1,vq for almost all places v and set φ “
ś
v φv
(a function on Ank1). We define similarly pφ “ śv pφv where the local Fourier transforms
are defined with respect to the local components Ψ1v of Ψ
1. For s P C, we define, whenever
convergent, the following global analog of the Zeta integrals discussed in the previous sections:
Zps,W, φq “
ż
NnpAqzGnpAq
W phqφpenhq|det h|sdh.
Then, the following result is a consequence of [Kab, Propositions 5 & 6] (notice that although
strictly speaking the discussion of loc. cit. assume that k1{k splits at all Archimedean places
this assumption is not used in the proof of the result below).
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Theorem 3.6.1 When ℜpsq is sufficiently large, the integral defining Zps,W, φq is absolutely
convergent and we have
Zps,W, φq “
ź
v
Zps,Wv, φvq.
Moreover, the function s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq has a meromorphic continuation to C that satisfies
the functional equation
Zps,W, φq “ Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq.
3.7 A globalization result
We continue with the setting fixed in Section 3.6. Let v0, v1 be two distinct places of k with
v1 non-Archimedean. Recall that in Section 2.3 we have equipped the set TemppGnpk1v0qq of
tempered representations of Gnpk1v0q with a topology. We have the following globalization
result which is a simple consequence of the main result of [FLM]. For convenience, we explain
the deduction.
Theorem 3.7.1 Let U be an open subset of TemppGnpk1v0qq. Then, there exists a cuspidal
automorphic representation Π of GnpAk1q such that Πv0 P U and Πv is unramified for every
non-Archimedean place v R tv0, v1u.
Proof: Let S8 be the set of all Archimedean places of k and set S “ S8Ytv0u, k1S “
ś
v|S k
1
v.
Denote by TemppGnpk1Sqq the set of all (isomorphism classes of) irreducible tempered repre-
sentations ofGnpk1Sq i.e. representations which can be written as (completed) tensor products
of tempered irreducible representations of Gnpk1vq for every v P S. Of course, we have an
identification TemppGnpk1Sqq “
ś
vPS TemppGnpk1vqq and we equip this set with the prod-
uct topology. Clearly, it suffices to show that for every open U of TemppGnpk1Sqq there
exists a cuspidal automorphic representation Π of GnpAk1q such that ΠS :“ {ÂvPSΠv be-
longs to U and Πv is unramified for every v R S Y tv1u. Let GnpAk1q1 and Gnpk1Sq1 be
the subgroups of elements g in GnpAk1q and Gpk1Sq respectively satisfying |det g|Ak1 “ 1
where |.|Ak1 denotes the normalized absolute value on Ak1. Then, we have decompositions
GnpAk1q “ GnpAk1q1 ˆ Z8 and Gnpk1Sq “ Gnpk1Sq1 ˆ Z8. Let TemppGnpk1Sq1q be the set of
isomorphism classes of tempered representations of Gnpk1Sq1 i.e. representations obtained
by restriction of representations in TemppGnpk1Sqq that we equip with the quotient topol-
ogy. Then, we have an isomorphism TemppGnpk1Sqq » TemppGnpk1Sq1q ˆ xZ8. Let U be
an open subset of TemppGnpk1Sqq that we may assume to be of the form U1 ˆ V where
U1 Ă TemppGnpk1Sq1q and V Ă xZ8 are open. Let p be the prime ideal in Ok1 corresponding
to v1 and for all m ě 1 let KSppmq be the open subgroup Kv1pmq ˆ
ś
vRSYtv1u
GnpOk1,vq
of
ś1
vRS Gnpk1vq where Kv1pmq :“ tk P GnpOk1,v1q | k ” In mod pmu. Let µPl be the
Plancherel measure for Gnpk1Sq1. Since µPlpU1q is nonzero, by [FLM, Theorem 2] there exists
an irreducible representation Π1 of GnpAk1q such that Π1 |GnpAk1q1 ãÑ L2pGnpk1qzGnpAk1q1q,
pΠ1Sq |Gnpk1Sq1P U1 and pΠ1qK
Sppmq ‰ 0 for some m ě 1. Let ω P V and denote by Π the unique
irreducible representation of GnpAk1q whose restriction to GnpAk1q1 coincides with Π1 |GnpAk1q1
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and whose central character equals ω on Z8. Then Π ãÑ L2pZ8Gnpk1qzGnpAk1q, ωq, ΠS P U
and ΠK
Sppmq ‰ 0. Moreover, since Π is tempered at every Archimedean place by [Wall3] we
have that Π is actually a cuspidal (rather than just square-integrable) automorphic repre-
sentation of GnpAk1q. Obviously, Π has all of the desired properties. 
Remark 3.7.2 The proof of the above result uses the full strength of [FLM] but in fact we
can get a slightly weaker result which is however sufficient for the application we have in
mind without appealing to the analysis of the continuous part of the spectral side of Arthur’s
weighted trace formula which is the hard part of [FLM]. More precisely, the following ought
to be provable (although the author hasn’t checked all the details) using the limit property
[FLM, Proposition 3] of the geometric side of Arthur’s weighted trace formula together with
Sauvageot’s density principle [Sau]:
Let G be any connected reductive group over k. Let v0, v1, v2 be three distinct places of k
with v1, v2 non-Archimedean. Let U be an open subset of TemppGpkv0qq and π1 be a
supercuspidal representation of Gpkv1q. Then, there exists a cuspidal automorphic
representation Π of GpAq such that Πv0 P U , Πv1 is isomorphic to an unramified twist of π1
and Πv is unramified for every non-Archimedean place v R tv0, v1, v2u.
3.8 Proof of Theorem 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.2 in the nearly tem-
pered case
Let the setting be as in Section 3.4. We choose a quadratic extension k1{k of number fields
together with a place v0 of k such that:
• there exists an isomorphism k1v0{kv0 » E{F that we fix from now on;
• every Archimedean place of k different from v0 splits in k1.
Given a place v of k, a nontrivial additive character ψ1v of kv and a generic irreducible
representation πv of Gnpk1vq we let γShps, πv,As, ψ1vq be the local Asai γ-factor defined by
Shahidi (see [Sha3], [Gold]). The goal of this section is to show the following:
Theorem 3.8.1 For every π P IrrntemppGnpEqq, W P Wpπ, ψnq, φ P SpF nq and s P C with
ℜpsq “ 1
2
we have
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γShps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.
First we explain how to deduce from it Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 in the nearly tempered
case. Let π P IrrntemppGnpEqq, W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq. By the main results of [Sha2]
(in the Archimedean case) and [Shank] (in the p-adic case) we have
γShps, π,As, ψ1q “ γps, π,As, ψ1q.(3.8.1)
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Therefore, as s ÞÑ γps, π,As, ψ1q is a meromorphic function on C, the functional equation of
Theorem 3.8.1 together with Lemma 3.2.2 implies that s ÞÑ Zps,W, φq admits a meromorphic
continuation to C and that the functional equation is satisfied for every s P C. This already
shows Theorem 3.4.1. For Theorem 3.4.2, we rewrite the functional equation as
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq
Lp1 ´ s, rπ,Asq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 ǫps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φqLps, π,Asq .(3.8.2)
By Lemma 3.2.2 and since the functions Lps, π,Asq and Lp1 ´ s, rπ,Asq have no zeros, the
functions s ÞÑ Zps,W,φq
Lps,π,Asq
and s ÞÑ Zp1´s,ĂW,pφq
Lp1´s,rπ,Asq are holomorphic on tℜpsq ě 12u and tℜpsq ď 12u
respectively. Since the epsilon factor ǫps, π,As, ψ1q has no zeros, this implies together with
3.8.2 that s ÞÑ Zps,W,φq
Lps,π,Asq
is holomorphic on tℜpsq ě 1
2
u Y tℜpsq ď 1
2
u “ C. Moreover, as π is
nearly tempered the L-functions Lps, π,Asq and Lps, rπ,Asq are holomorphic in tℜpsq ě 1
2
u
(Lemma 3.1.2(ii)). Hence, by Lemma 3.2.3 for every s0 P C with ℜps0q ě 1{2 (resp. ℜps0q ď
1{2) there exist W P Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq with Zps0,W,φqLps0,π,Asq ‰ 0 (resp.
Zp1´s0,ĂW,pφq
Lp1´s0,rπ,Asq ‰ 0).
By 3.8.2 this implies that for every s0 P C there exist W P Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq with
Zps0,W,φq
Lps0,π,Asq
‰ 0 and this shows Theorem 3.4.2.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.8.1. Let Ψ and Ψ1 be nontrivial characters
of kzA and k1zAk1 with Ψ trivial on A. By Lemma 3.4.3 and the identity 3.8.1 we may
assume that ψ1 “ Ψ1v0 and ψ “ Ψv0 . We now show that it suffices to establish Theorem
3.8.1 for a dense subset D Ď TemppGnpEqq. Indeed, let π P IrrntemppGnpEqq that we write
as π “ iGnpEq
P pEq pσλ0q where P “ MU is a standard parabolic subgroup of Gn, σ P Π2pMpEqq
and λ0 “ pλ0,1, . . . , λ0,nq P A˚M,C Ď A˚C “ Cn satisfies
|ℜpλ0,iq| ă 1{4, 1 ď i ď n.(3.8.3)
By Lemma 3.4.4, we may assume that λ0 P pAGM,Cq˚. Set πλ “ iGnpEqP pEq pσλq for every λ P A˚M,C
(so that π “ πλ0). Let W P Wpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq. Let ρ “ pn´12 , . . . , 1´n2 q P pAGnq˚ be
half the sum of the roots of An in Bn. Then |ℜpλ0q| ă |ℜpλ0q| ` ǫρ for any ǫ ą 0 and by
3.8.3 we can choose ǫ ą 0 such that ´2minp|ℜpλ0q| ` ǫρq ă 12 . Set µ “ |ℜpλ0q| ` ǫρ and
Ură µs “ tλ P pAGnM,Cq˚ | |ℜpλq| ă µu. By Corollary 2.7.1, there exists a map
λ P pAGM,Cq˚ ÞÑWλ PWpπλ, ψnq
such that Wλ0 “W , Wλ P CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq for every λ P Ură µs and the induced map
λ P Ură µs ÞÑWλ P CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq
is analytic. Assume that Theorem 3.8.1 holds for a dense subset D Ď TemppGnpEqq. Then,
since this theorem is insensitive to unramified twists (Lemma 3.4.4), there exists a dense
subset Dσ Ď ipAGnM q˚ such that Theorem 3.8.1 holds for πλ for every λ P Dσ. In particular,
we have
Zp1´ s,ĂWλ, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γShps, πλ,As, ψ1qZps,Wλ, φq
(3.8.4)
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for every λ P Dσ and s P C with ℜpsq “ 12 . By the choice of µ and Lemma 3.2.1 for any
s P C with ℜpsq “ 1
2
the maps λ P Ură µs ÞÑ Zps,Wλ, φq and λ P Ură µs ÞÑ Zp1´ s,ĂWλ, pφq
are holomorphic. By 3.8.1 and Lemma 3.1.2(ii), the map λ P Ură µs ÞÑ γShps, πλ,As, ψ1q
is also holomorphic. Therefore, by density of Dσ in ipAGMq˚, 3.8.4 is also satisfied for every
λ P ipAGMq˚ (by continuity) hence for every λ P Ură µs (by analyticity) and in particular for
λ “ λ0. This shows that Theorem 3.8.1 holds for π and ends the proof of the reduction.
Let U Ă TemppGnpEqq be an open subset. We are now going to show that there exists
π P U for which Theorem 3.8.1 holds. Let v1 be a non-Archimedean place of k which splits
in k1. By Theorem 3.7.1, there exists a cuspidal automorphic representation Π of GnpAk1q
such that Πv0 P U and Πv is unramified for every non-Archimedean place v R tv0, v1u. Let
S “ S8Ytv0, v1u where S8 stands for the set of all Archimedean places of k and let T be the
(finite) set of places v of k outside S which ramify in k1 or where Ψ1v or Ψv is not unramified.
Then, by [Sha3, Theorem 3.5(4)] the product
LSYT ps,Π,Asq “
ź
vRSYT
Lps,Πv,Asq,
which converges for ℜpsq sufficiently large, admits a meromorphic continuation to C and we
have
LSYT ps,Π,Asq “
ź
vPSYT
γShps,Πv,As,Ψ1vqLSYT p1´ s,Π_,Asq.(3.8.5)
On the other hand, combining Theorem 3.6.1 with Lemma 3.5.1, we find thatź
vPSYT
Zps,Wv, φvqLSYT ps,Π,Asq “
ź
vPSYT
Zp1´ s,ĂWv, pφvqLSYT p1´ s,Π_,Asq(3.8.6)
for every pWvqv P
ś
vPSYT WpΠv,Ψn,vq and pφvqv P
ś
vPSYT Spknv q. Notice that we haven’t
prove the meromorphic continuation of Zps,Wv, φvq yet but by Theorem 3.6.1 and the afore-
mentioned result of Shahidi at least the products
ś
vPSYT Zps,Wv, φvq and
ś
vPSYT Zp1 ´
s,ĂWv, pφvq admit meromorphic continuations. As for every place v P pS Y T qztv0u, either v
splits in k1 or v is non-Archimedean and Πv is unramified, by Theorem 3.3.1, Corollary 3.5.2
and Lemma 3.2.3 we can choose the local data so that Zps,Wv, φvq, Zp1´ s,ĂWv, pφvq admit
meromorphic continuation, are not identically zero and satisfy
Zp1´ s,ĂWv, pφvq “ ωΠvpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qk1v λk1v{kvpΨ1vq´npn´1q2 γps,Πv,As,Ψ1vqZps,Wv, φvq
for every v P pS Y T qztv0u where τ P k1 is such that Ψpzq “ Ψ1pTrAk1 {Apτzqq for all z P
Ak1. This already implies that the local Zeta integrals Zps,W, φq and Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq admit
meromorphic continuation for every W P WpΠv0 , ψnq and φ P SpF nq. Moreover, combining
the above identities with the product formulaź
vPSYT
ωΠvpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
k1v
λk1v{kvpΨ1vq´
npn´1q
2 “
ź
v
ωΠvpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
k1v
λk1v{kvpΨ1vq´
npn´1q
2 “ 1
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(which is a consequence of the fact that Πv, k1v{kv, Ψv and Ψ1v are all unramified outside
S Y T ) identity 3.8.6 becomes
ωΠv0 pτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 Zps,W, φqLSYT ps,Π,Asq
“ Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq ź
vPSYT ztv0u
γps,Πv,As,Ψ1vqLSYT p1´ s,Π_,Asq
for every W P WpΠv0 , ψnq and φ P SpF nq. Taking the quotient with 3.8.5 and using 3.8.1,
we obtain
ωπv0 pτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 γShps,Πv0,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq
“ Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq ź
vPSYT ztv0u
γps,Πv,As,Ψ1vq
γShps,Πv,As,Ψ1vq
“ Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq
for every W P WpΠv0 , ψnq and φ P SpF nq. This shows that Theorem 3.8.1 holds for Πv0
hence, as U was arbitrary, for a dense subset of TemppGnpEqq. By the previous reduction,
this proves Theorem 3.8.1 in all cases. 
3.9 Proof of Theorem 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.2 in the general case
Let π be a generic irreducible representation of GnpEq. There exists a standard parabolic
subgroup P “ MU of Gn, σ P Π2pMpF qq and λ0 P A˚M,C such that π “ iGnpEqP pEq pσλ0q. By
Lemma 3.4.4, we may assume that λ0 P pAGnM,Cq˚. Set πλ “ iGnpEqP pEq pσλq for every λ P A˚M,C.
Let W PWpπ, ψnq and φ P SpF nq. Choose a section
λ P pAGM,Cq˚ ÞÑWλ PWpπλ, ψnq
as in Corollary 2.7.1 with Wλ0 “ W . For µ P pAGnq˚ we define the open subset U ră µs of
pAGM,Cq˚ as in Corollary 2.7.1. In particular, for every µ P pAGnq˚ the above section induces
an analytic map
λ P Ură µs ÞÑWλ P CµpNnpEqzGnpEq, ψnq.
Decomposing the ǫ-factor ǫps, πλ,As, ψ1q according to Lemma 3.1.2(i) we see that there exists
C ą 0, a linear form L on pAGM,Cq˚ and an element u P C of norm 1 such that
ωπpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 ǫps, πλ,As, ψ1q “ uCLpλq`s´ 12
for every λ P pAGM,Cq˚ and s P C. Let v be a square root of u and set
ǫ1{2ps, πλ, ψ1q :“ vp
?
CqLpλq`s´ 12 , λ P pAGM,Cq˚, s P C
so that by the above
ωπpτqn´1|τ |
npn´1q
2
ps´1{2q
E λE{F pψ1q´
npn´1q
2 ǫps, πλ,As, ψ1q “ ǫ1{2ps, πλ, ψ1q2(3.9.1)
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for every λ P pAGM,Cq˚ and s P C. Let z P R˚`. We are now going to apply Proposition 2.8.1
to the two following (for the moment partially defined) functions on Cˆ pAGM,Cq˚:
Z1ps, λq “ ǫ1{2p1
2
` s, πλ, ψ1q
Zp1
2
` s,Wλ, φq
LK,zp12 ` s, πλ,Asq
and
Z2ps, λq “ ǫ1{2p1
2
` s, πλ, ψ1q´1
Zp1
2
` s,ĂWλ, pφq
LK,zp12 ` s,Ăπλ,Asq .
Let U Ď pAGM,Cq˚ be the nonempty relatively compact connected open subset of vectors
λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P pAGM,Cq˚ Ď A˚C satisfying |λi| ă 14 for every 1 ď i ď n. Then, for every
λ P U , the representation πλ is nearly tempered. Set as usual ρ “ pn´12 , . . . , 1´n2 q P pAGnq˚
for half the sum of the roots of An in Bn. By Lemma 3.2.2 the functions Z1, Z2 are at
least well-defined on tℜpsq ě 1
2
u ˆ U . Moreover, by Lemma 3.2.1, Lemma 2.9.1 and Lemma
3.1.2(iii), for every λ P U there exists ǫ ą 0 and η ą 0 such that, setting µ “ |ℜpλq| ` ǫρ,
Z1 and Z2 admit holomorphic continuation to H´ηˆUră µs which are either periodic of
period logpqq´12iπ (in the p-adic case) or rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first
variable locally uniformly in the second variable (in the Archimedean case). Furthermore by
the results of the previous section, these extensions satisfy the functional equation
Z1ps, λq “ Z2p´s, λq(3.9.2)
for every λ P Ură µs and s P C such that |ℜpsq| ă η. Since Ură µs is an open neighborhood
of λ, it follows that Z1 and Z2 admit holomorphic continuation to C ˆ U which are again
either periodic of period logpqq´12iπ (in the p-adic case) or rapidly decreasing in vertical
strips in the first variable locally uniformly in the second variable (in the Archimedean
case) and satisfy 3.9.2 for every ps, λq P C ˆ U . Let U 1 Ď pAGM,Cq˚ be a relatively compact
connected open subset containing U . Then, there exists µ P pAGnq˚ such that U 1 Ď Ură µs.
Hence, again by Lemma 3.2.1, Lemma 2.9.1 and Lemma 3.1.2(iii), there exists C such that
Z1 and Z2 both admit holomorphic continuation to HC ˆU 1 which are either periodic of
period logpqq´12iπ (in the p-adic case) or rapidly decreasing in vertical strips in the first
variable locally uniformly in the second variable (in the Archimedean case). Therefore, Z1
and Z2 satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 2.8.1 and it follows that these two functions
extend holomorphically to CˆpAGM,Cq˚ and that the extensions satisfy 3.9.2 for every ps, λq P
Cˆ pAGM,Cq˚. Specializing to λ “ λ0, by definition of Z1, Z2, 3.9.1 and Lemma 3.1.1(iv), we
deduce that Zps,W, φq and Zps,ĂW, pφq admit meromorphic continuation to C satisfying the
functional equation
Zp1´ s,ĂW, pφq “ ωπpτqn´1|τ |npn´1q2 ps´1{2qE λE{F pψ1q´npn´1q2 γps, π,As, ψ1qZps,W, φq.
This already proves Theorem 3.4.1 for π. Moreover, we have also obtained that
Zps,Wλ, φq
LK,zps, πλ,Asq
is holomorphic. In the p-adic case, as LK,zps, πλ,Asq “ Lps, πλ,Asq by definition, this gives
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Theorem 3.4.2 for π. In the Archimedean case we have
Zps,Wλ, φq
LK,zps, πλ,Asq “ K s2´ 14 pzq
n2 Zps,Wλ, φq
Lps, πλ,Asq
and therefore Zps,Wλ,φq
Lps,πλ,Asq
is holomorphic outside the vanishing set of s ÞÑ K s
2
´ 1
4
pzq. Since z was
an arbitrary positive real number and for every s P C there exists z P R˚` so that Kspzq ‰ 0,
it follows that Zps,Wλ,φq
Lps,πλ,Asq
is holomorphic everywhere and this shows Theorem 3.4.2 for π in
this case too.
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